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Abstract
!

This dissertation is the result of a series of studies involving hot press

lamination of inverted organic photovoltaics.

It first gives background and

develops a lamination process for fabrication.

Then, the process is used to

answer fundamental questions about organic photovoltaics and to fabricate
previously impossible or overly complicated devices.

Finally, the author

examines the scientific theory which describes the process and aligns that theory
with related measurements.
!

The field of organic photovoltaics is introduced and the lamination process

is developed and optimized. In the lamination process, part of the solar cell is
deposited onto a rigid substrate, and the rest is deposited onto a flexible one.
The two substrates are pressed together under heat to complete the device.
Laminated devices are shown to perform as well or better than those made with
standard fabrication methods, and the process shows benefits to both large scale
production and scientific exploration of OPV devices.
!

The lamination process is then used to answer physical questions and

solve problems related to OPV.

After diversifying the procedure to include

lamination at either the electron or hole contact, a series of semitransparent
electrode materials are integrated into devices. These materials are difficult or
impossible to integrate into inverted devices without lamination. Then bare metal
ii

contacts are pretreated and laminated into devices in order to investigate the
mechanisms for time evolution in inverted devices. Finally, two active layers are
laminated to make a tandem device.

It is shown that the performance of the

tandem is limited not by the procedure, but by the materials used in the
interconnect layer between the two subcells.
!

An investigation is performed that explores the physics behind the basis of

lamination: adhesion.

Different mechanisms of adhesion are proposed, and

calculations of adhesion forces based on known materials properties are made.
The resulting range of calculated forces is quite large, but within the range of
measured values for adhesion force. A general picture of the physics involved in
lamination processes and their adhesion forces emerges.

iii
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Chapter 1. Introduction to Organic Photovoltaics
1.1 Organic Photovoltaics Background
!

The field of Organic Photovoltaics, first introduced in the 1958 with a

laminated magnesium pthalocyanine device [1], produced a 1% efficient device
in 1986 [2], and has become a promising prospect for solar energy production
ever since [3-6]. OPV devices are based on pi-conjugated organic
semiconductors, a class of organic compounds which can conduct electrons on a
backbone of alternating C-C and C=C bonds. Excited electrons delocalize
across these bonds causing the molecule to behave like a semiconductor [7].
!

The two main categories of organic semiconductors are polymers and

small molecules. Small molecules are monodisperse, and can be very
crystalline, but can have poor carrier transport due to short conjugation lengths
[8-15]. Small molecules can be thermally evaporated, or functionalized to be
solvent processable. Polymers by comparison, are generally very large
molecules that will be polycrystalline at best, and have a polydispersity that will
introduce unknown parameters to the system. Polymers cannot be thermally
evaporated due to their relatively large size, and are generally solution
processed. The rest of this thesis will focus on polymeric OPV.
!

Although less efficient at converting sunlight into electrical energy, polymer

based OPV has benefits that allow for lower cost manufacturing, and possibly
lower cost per watt of power output compared to other technologies such as
1

single crystal silicon, amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, or copper indium
gallium selenide based PV [3, 16]. Many or all of the elements of the cell can be
solution processed [17]. All of the layers can be made flexible to some extent,
which greatly reduces transportation and installation costs. Flexible materials
can be used in roll-to-roll processing, which has the capacity to cover large
substrate areas in a single process step and reduce fabrication costs compared
to other methods [3]. OPV devices can be made semitransparent [11, 18], which
makes them available for building integrated PV applications in windows of
buildings. They can also be made to perform very well in low light conditions,
making them very attractive for indoor PV applications [19].
!

The main challenges faced by the OPV field are in their efficiency, their

lifetime, and their materials costs. Although state of the art devices are currently
10% efficient [14, 20-22], some cost analysis models place the necessary
efficiency for mainstream energy production at 15% to achieve $0.50 per
watt{woodhouse}. Not all devices are air stable. Air stable OPV devices can be
made, generally with inverted geometry (discussed later), but unencapsulated
lifetimes under illumination are on the order of hundreds of hours [23]. The
lifetime target for rooftop and utility PV is ~ 20 years (~100,000 hours).
Encapsulation can increase lifetimes, but the field is still examining possibilities
for flexible, impenetrable barriers [6, 24]. In addition to potential encapsulation,
OPV devices all require a TC on at least one side of the device. TCs tend to be
expensive, and can be chemically or mechanically fragile. The current standard
TC is indium doped tin oxide. ITO works well in small area OPV applications, but
2

it is not abundant enough to be available for large scale energy production [3,
16]. It also needs to be heated to very high temperatures (~300 ℃) in order to
obtain the crystal structure necessary for good transport properties. These high
temperatures are not compatible with flexible substrates. All of these challenges
are being addressed by the OPV community, and a number of solutions is being
studied for each [6, 25, 26].

1.2. Characterization of Photovoltaic Devices
!

The end goal of any photovoltaic device is to convert sunlight into useable

energy. The figure of merit use is power conversion efficiency: the percentage of
incident light energy that the cell is capable of converting into electrical energy.
The tool for measuring power conversion efficiency for devices intended to be
used outdoors is the solar simulator. A solar simulator consists of a lamp
calibrated to resemble the solar spectrum at the surface of the earth. A varying
electrical load is applied to the PV cell and current is measured. The area of the
cell is considered and a current density is calculated. Current density vs. voltage
curves that can quickly display the basic performance characteristics of the cell.

3

Figure 1.2.1. A typical J-V curve will include the current-voltage behavior of a
device in the dark (blue) and under illumination (red). On this figure, the
maximum power is found my maximizing the negative of the power density curve
(purple), which is the product of the current and voltage at all points on the red
curve. A negative sign is added to yield power produced. Maximum power is
represented by the area of the green rectangle. Fill Factor is the area of the
green rectangle divided by the area of the black rectangle.
!

In the dark the device behaves as a diode. Due to energy level alignment

of the contacts with the respective HOMO and LUMO levels of the device, the
contacts block charges from being injected into the device under reverse
bias(see Fig. 1.3.3.1). There are no available states for charge injection in the
reverse direction, so current under reverse bias is limited to leakage current with
high series resistance. Under forward bias, after the turn on potential is reached,
current flows with relatively low resistance. When the cell is illuminated, a
current is produced in the reverse direction that can work against a certain
forward bias until net current flows in the forward direction.
4

!

The following terms are defined under illumination: Open circuit voltage,

measured in V or mV, is the bias potential where the forward (dark) and reverse
(photoinduced) current are equal. As a result, it is the point where there is no net
current. Graphically, Voc is the x-intercept of the graph. Short circuit current
density, Jsc, measured in mA/cm2, is the current that the device produces under
no load. On the graph it is the y-intercept. Power, defined by the simple
equation P=IV can be calculated by multiplying the x and y axes, or finding the
area under the curve at any point on the graph. Note that power will increase
with active area with any system, so power per area is actually the key metric.
Power is negative in quadrant IV, indicating that the cell is doing work (creating
energy) when current is negative while voltage is positive. Fill factor is an ideality
factor defined as the maximum power output density of the cell divided by the
product of Voc and Jsc. Graphically, FF is the area of the rectange defined by the
maximal power point and the axes divided by the area of the square defined by
the two perpendicular bisectors of the axes at the intercepts of the light J-V.
(See Fig. 1.2.1) One way to represent power is:

Pmax / Area = J max i Vmax = J sc i Voc i FF

!

!

!

!
(Eq. 1.2.1.)

Where Jmax and Vmax are the current density and voltage at the maximum power
point, distinct from the Voc or Jsc. As a general indicator in linking measured
quantities to physical properties, Voc is related to the energetics of the system
and Jsc is related to the charge collection and transport properties of the system.
FF is a bit more convoluted, but it can be affected, among other things, by charge
5

recombination in the active layer or at the contacts, and series resistance within
the device, or between the device and the measurement system. Power
conversion efficiency (η) is the power output of the cell divided by the input. If
solar irradiation is used, input power is the integral of the solar spectrum, which is
≈ 1000 W/m2, or 100 mW/cm2

η = Pmax / Pin
∞

!

!

!

!
(Eq. 1.2.2.)

!

!

Pin = ∫ F(λ )d λ

(Eq. 1.2.3.)

0

Where F(λ) is the energy per wavelength per area of the solar spectrum at the
surface of the earth as determined by the AM1.5G spectrum.

6

Figure 1.2.2. The solar spectrum at the surface of the earth compared to the
upper atmosphere and the blackbody spectrum for the temperature of the sun
[27].
1.3. Physics of Organic Photovoltaics
1.3.1. Excitonic Systems and Charge Generation
!

One of the primary functional differences between organic and inorganic

PV is the presence of excitons and the need to dissociate them in OPV. Organic
semiconductors have low dielectric constants (εr ≈ 3-4) [28, 29]. As a result,
when a photon excites a charge from the highest occupied molecular orbital to
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital of an organic semiconductor, the
electron and hole remain bound in an exciton because they are unable to
overcome their fundamental electrostatic attraction to each other.

7

e2
U=
Coulombic Attraction Potential! !
4πε r ε 0 r

!

!

(Eq. 1.3.1.1.)

!
!

Although qualitatively valid, the Coulomb potential cannot be used to

calculate exciton binding energy. The electron and hole are attracted to each
other very similarly to the proton and electron of a hydrogen atom, and are
limited to discrete energy levels Energy levels of the exciton are given by a
modified Rydberg equation.

− µe4
En = 2 2 2 2 ! Excitonic Energy Levels! !
2 ε 0 ε r n

!

!

(Eq. 1.3.1.2.)

Where μ is the reduced mass of the electron and hole, using their effective
masses, εr is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor, and n is the principal
quantum number. The dissociation energy is the difference in energy from the
ground state (n = 1) to a dissociated state analogous to ionozation (E∞ = 0)
!

Due to the high dielectric constant of silicon (εr ≈ 12) [30], excitons in

silicon semiconductors are instantly separated into free charges by available
thermal energy (kBT). Photoinduced excitons in organic semiconductors have
binding energies significantly greater than kBT, on the order of 0.3-1 eV [29]. At
room temperature, kBT is ~0.025 eV. In order to become separate and mobile
charges, tightly bound Frenkel excitons must be dissociated into free electrons
and holes. The most effective way to do this is to physically dissociate the
electron and hole onto separate molecules. An exciton formed in a donor
8

molecule must diffuse to an interface between the donor and acceptor. At the
interface, the electron jumps from the LUMO of the donor to the LUMO of the
acceptor. The driving force for this separation is a decrease in energy between
the LUMO of the donor molecule and that of the acceptor. The LUMO of the
acceptor is farther from vacuum, making it energetically favorable for the exciton
to dissociate and the electron to transfer to the acceptor. This is known as
LUMO-LUMO band offset. As a result, the available energy of dissociated
charges is lower than the electrical band gap of the donor, by at least the exciton
dissociation energy.
!

Once the exciton has been dissociated into an electron on the acceptor’s

LUMO, and a hole on the donor HOMO, the charges are still not mobile.
Because of poor screening, (again related to low ε) even once they are on
different materials, the electron-hole pair still experiences Coulombic attraction
(of the range 0.1-0.5 eV), resulting in the formation of Coulombically bound
interfacial pairs [31]. These Coulombically bound electron-hole pair states are
partially charge-separated states, where the hole is primarily localized on the
donor HOMO orbital and the electron on the acceptor LUMO orbital but the
Coulomb attraction remains greater than kBT. Separated, but still Coulombically
bound electron-hole pairs are known in literature variously as geminate pairs,
bound polaron (or electron-hole or radical) pairs, charge-transfer excitons,
exciplexes, and charge transfer (CT) states. The exact role of the CT state is not
fully understood, and is still being investigated in the field [32-35]. One piece of
evidence for its existence lies in the fact that it is possible to excite the CT state
9

directly. It is possible for an electron to be promoted directly across the effective
gap of the donor-acceptor couple, in essence directly exciting the charge transfer
state. Experiments [36] have shown that “pushing” the CT state with an infrared
pulse increased the yield of free carrier generation.
!

Fullerenes are used almost exclusively as acceptor molecules in high

efficiency OPV [3], but progress is being made with polymer acceptors as well
[37, 38]. Non-fullerene acceptors in OPV devices have recently reached 5.2%
PCE [39, 40]. Often functionalized for solubility and energy level changes [41],
the most common acceptor fullerenes for OPV are C60 and C70 based PCBM.
Also popular when paired with the most studied donor, P3HT, is a C60 fullerene
with two indene groups added: ICBA. Due to the LUMO-LUMO offset of the
P3HT:ICBA heterojunction, ICBA increases the voltage of a P3HT:ICBA
heterojunction solar cell by about 250 meV over that of P3HT:PCBM [42].

10

Figure 1.3.1.1. Chemical structures of a P3HT, a popular donor molecule, C60
ICBA and C60 PCBM, two popular fullerene acceptor molecules.
1.3.2. The Bulk Heterojunction
!

Organic absorbers have optical extinction coefficients α (~ 5x104 cm-1) so

that the characteristic absorption length 1/α ~100 nm [43].

I = I 0 e− α t

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

(Eq. 1.3.2.1.)

In order to absorb a significant fraction of incident light, functional light absorbing
(active) layers need to be on the order of 100 nm thick. In contrast, exciton
diffusion lengths are on the order of 5 - 10 nm [44-47]. If an exciton is formed
more than 10 nm away from an interface between the donor and acceptor, it will
most likely recombine in the donor before it reaches the acceptor, and the
absorbed energy will be lost to thermalization. Thus there are two competing
11

mechanisms: Optical absorption requires that the device have a thick ~100 nm
absorbing layer, but exciton dissociation requires that the entire donor material
be within ~10 nm of the acceptor. The bulk heterojunction [48] is one solution to
this seeming paradox. To form a BHJ, the donor and acceptor molecule are
mixed together in solution. Upon drying or annealing, the two chemicals partially
or completely phase separate to form an interpenetrating network of donor and
acceptor molecules.
!

Due to the very fine structure necessary for a functional heterojunction,

techniques for analyzing the phase separation and microstructure of the 2
elements have only recently been introduced [49]. It was thought that ideally the
structure would be interdigitated with features on order of the exciton diffusion
length, but recent work has found the ideal picture to be less obvious
combination of partially mixed amorphous phases, and crystalline ones [49, 50].
In this picture, charge transfer happens in intermixed phases, and free charges
are energetically driven toward pure phases. The driving force for this is the
reduced band gap in the crystalline vs. amorphous phase of each material. This
band gap reduction is due to longer conjugation lengths in crystalline phases,
and is readily observed in the absorption spectrum of crystalline vs. amorphous
P3HT [51]. Bulk heterojunctions can also be formed by co-evaporating small
molecules, and heating during deposition to promote phase separation [12], or
even depositing a bilayer of the two phases from solution, then allowing them to
mix upon heating [52].

12

1.3.3. Inverted vs. Traditional Geometry
!

Once free charges are created in the BHJ, they must still be transported

through the BHJ to the contacts and collected in order to produce power. Since
the BHJ is mostly isotropic, an asymmetry must be built into the system so that
the charges have an energetically favorable direction to travel. The modification
to this is that a thin P3HT rich skin layer forms on top if the film is dried in air [49].
Phase separation (if any) at the bottom of the film is dominated by the surface
energy characteristics of the underlying substrate. The BHJ is sandwiched
between two electrodes, at least one of which must be transparent. Most often,
the other electrode will be metallic. Since light must enter through the
transparent (most often ITO) contact, it earns the convention of being called the
front of the device. To further complicate understanding, OPV fabrication
typically starts with deposition onto the TC, so that side is often referred to as the
bottom of the device, while the final metal deposition happens on top. Electrons
can either travel toward the front ITO contact or the rear metal one, and vice
versa for holes. If the front contact collects holes and the rear collects electrons,
the device is said to have traditional geometry. If the front contact collects
electrons and the rear collects holes, the device is inverted. (Fig. 1.3.3.1.)
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Figure 1.3.3.1. Graphics showing current flow and band structure of traditional
(left) and inverted (right) geometry OPV cells.
!

Traditional geometry devices tend to have higher efficiency than inverted

ones (Fig. 1.3.3.2). Due to the high energy level offset between the low work
function electron collecting metal and the high work function hole collecting
polymer layer (the details of which will be discussed in the next section), an
electric field is induced in the active layer of the device, causing carriers to drift
toward their intended contacts. Worth noting is that the active layer is a highly
doped semiconductor with a relatively high carrier density [28], and a depletion
width on the order of the thickness of the active layer film [53]. Thus the induced
electric field is anisotropic within the layer. In either geometry, the open circuit
voltage is dominated by the energy difference between the HOMO of the donor
14

and LUMO of the acceptor molecule, but is also affected to a lesser extent by the
work functions of the charge transport layers and the contacts [54].
!

We hypothesize that electric field in an inverted device is much lower than

one with traditional geometry. The contacts act as selective blocking layers so
that each carrier has available states to enter at only one electrode. The electron
contact does not have available states for holes, so it acts as an electron
selective, or hole blocking layer, and vice versa for the hole contact. Current in
inverted devices is driven largely by diffusion and the selective nature of the
contacts that enforce chemical potential gradients for electrons and holes. This
topic is under investigation by other group members.
!

The advantage of inverted devices is that the absence of a low work

function metal allows them to be processed and measured in air. Due to their
low work function top electrodes, traditional devices tend to degrade over a
matter of days when exposed to ambient conditions. Inverted ones can be
stored in air in the dark for months or more [55]. Unless otherwise stated, all
devices discussed and fabricated in this work use inverted geometry and are
measured in ambient air.
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Figure 1.3.3.2. J-V curves of optimized traditional (red) and inverted (blue)
geometry devices.
1.3.4. Contacts and Transport Layers
!

In OPV devices, the layers adjacent the active layer are responsible for

determining the energetics of charge transport out of the device. Careful
attention has been paid to the properties of the electrode materials in order to
control these energetics [56-59]. One emerging trend is to use a semiconducting
transport layer over the conductive contact [3, 60-68]. This transport layer can
be optimized for device energetics, while the overlying contact simply becomes a
way to shuttle current to an electrical connection.
!

The most popular hole contact to date for OPV is the semiconducting

polymer PEDOT:PSS. PEDOT is a semiconducting polymer that is not soluble in
water. PSS is added to soluablize the mixture and stabilize the doping of the
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PEDOT. PSS dissociates to form sulfonic acid in water, and allows PEDOT:PSS
to form an aqueous suspension that can be solution processed via spin coating
or other solution deposition methods such as ultrasonic spray, or inkjet printing
[69-73].

Figure 1.3.4.1. Chemical structures for PEDOT and PSS.
!

PEDOT:PSS makes a very good hole contact for P3HT devices because

PEDOT’s work function of ≈ 5.0 aligns very well with the HOMO energy of P3HT.
It also acts as an electron blocker, providing a diffusion gradient for hole
transport. For donors with higher HOMO levels (further from vacuum), transport
layers with higher work functions have been shown to increase device voltage
and efficiency [74]. In addition to suffering from intrinsic degradation in air, the
hygroscopic and acidic nature of PEDOT:PSS also cause it to contribute
significantly to device degradation by damaging other layers in the cell [75-78].
Another issue with PEDOT:PSS is its aqueous nature. Many active layers,
including P3HT one, are hydrophobic. In order to effectively spin coat
PEDOT:PSS onto a hydrophobic active layer, the active layer must be treated
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with an oxygen plasma, or additives [71, 79] must be used in the PEDOT:PSS to
promote wetting. Because it is a nanoparticle suspension and not a true solution,
PEDOT:PSS even wets itself relatively poorly compared to plasma treated ITO,
clean glass, or other hydrophilic materials. Recently, a variety metal oxides have
been shown to work well as hole contacts [80]. These do not have the
hydroscopic or acidic properties of PEDOT:PSS, but few are solution processable
[81-83], and none yet have the processing versatility of PEDOT:PSS, which can
be deposited onto almost any surface without heating above 100 ℃, conversion,
or organic solvents.
!

Traditional geometry devices often use a low work function metal as the

top contact with no transport layer [56]. Due to the high work function of ITO,
inverted devices must have an electron selective contact modifier over the ITO
electrode, and a high work function (often metallic) back contact. Bare metal can
be used as the hole collecting contact, albeit less efficiently than with a hole
transport layer [84]. The most frequently used electron transport modifiers are
ZnO [84], and TiOx [18], although new alternatives look very attractive [60]. In
this dissertation, ZnO is used exclusively as an electron collection layer. Until
Chapter 6 explores different methods, ZnO is grown from a Zinc Acetate
precursor. It is highly n-doped, and acts as an electron selective contact
because of it’s good energy level alignment with electrons in the device, and
unavailable states for hole transport. See Fig.5.3.2. for a band diagram of ZnO.
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1.4. Motivation for Lamination
!

The main work of this thesis will focus on lamination. In this context,

lamination means that part of the device is deposited onto one substrate, and the
rest is deposited onto another. The two substrates are then laminated together
to complete the device (Figure 1.4.1). As we will show, lamination enables the inair fabrication of devices with power conversion efficiencies equivalent to
evaporated contact devices fabricated in parallel.
!

Lamination as a method to fabricate OPV has several potential

advantages over conventional bottom-up fabrication. First, the processing step
of thermal evaporation of a metal onto a polymer layer is eliminated, as the metal
electrode is now deposited onto a bare substrate. Thermal damage of the active
layer has been proposed to occur during conventional metal evaporation, and
high parasitic resistances have been measured in evaporated metal-organic
interfaces, compared to laminated ones [85]. It has been shown that the rate of
metal evaporation onto a polymer:fullerene active layer is an important
determining factor for the efficiency of the device [84]. Therefore, unless one has
access to a high quality (and potentially expensive) thermal evaporation system
that allows precise control of the evaporation rate, the fabrication of consistently
performing inverted OPV devices may be problematic. A lamination press is an
order of magnitude cheaper than a vacuum based thermal evaporation system
and will reduce capital investment costs, enabling research in small institutes that
want to explore the field. Second, lamination produces a self-encapsulated
device that is mechanically protected on two sides. Utilization of flexible
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substrates with good oxygen and moisture barrier properties should also result in
enhanced lifetimes of laminated devices. Lamination is a versatile tool
compatible with many different materials, processes, and fabrication techniques.
Chapter 3 will show the technique’s applicability to electrodes that are
incompatible with standard fabrication procedures. Chapter 4 will use the
technique to explore the physics of device performance evolution, and Chapter 5
will use it to laminate one entire device to another to create a tandem structure.
In addition to its scientific benefits, lamination is compatible with roll-to-roll
processing on flexible substrates and with solution-processed metal electrodes
[86].

Figure 1.4.1. Basic structure of the lamination process
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1.5. Tandem OPV
!

In a single junction cell, there will be a tradeoff between voltage and

current which is dictated by the band gap of the absorber. A higher band gap
allows for a higher voltage, but only high energy photons will get absorbed.
Lower band gap materials absorb a larger portion of the spectrum, but electrons
from high energy photons are thermalized to the band edge, with any extra
energy mostly dissipated as heat. This, as well as a thermodynamic detailed
balance of absorbed and radiated photons, presents an efficiency limit (known as
the Shockley-Queisser limit) of 32% for a single junction solar cell [87]. The goal
of multijunction PV is to use complimentary absorbers to absorb more of the
solar spectrum while maximizing the energy collected from each photon.
Although OPV is far from the 32% single junction limit, it can still benefit from a
multijunction structure to reduce the overall cost per watt of the technology.

*
*

Figure 1.5.1. Energy Level Diagram depicting the motivation for tandem OPV.
In a single junction cell, low energy photons do not get absorbed, and high
energy photons lose any surplus above the band gap to thermalization. The
black arrows represent energy from each photon that is unharnessed by the cell.
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!

One solution to this problem is to construct tandem cells [88]. In tandem

PV, two (or more) different absorbers are used. They are generally stacked in
series, with light unabsorbed by the first layer passing through to the second
layer. In order to connect the two series subcells, an interconnect layer (also
referred to as a recombination layer) must be inserted between them. In an
inverted geometry the ICL must act as an HTL for the front cell and an ETL for
the back cell. The charges recombine within the layer and balance the current of
the tandem. This layer must be as transparent as possible, since light must still
be transmitted to the back cell of the device.
!

In a multijunction device the most common method to connect the subcells

is in series. In a series circuit the voltage is the sum of the two subcells’
voltages, but due to conservation of charge, both must have the same current.

J series = J1 = J 2
Vseries = V1 + V2

! !

!

!

!

!

!

!

(Eq 1.5.1.)

As a result, to first order, the current of the tandem is limited by the lower of the
two subcells [88]. If the subcells have different fill factors, it is slightly
advantageous for maximum PCE to have the subcell with the higher FF operate
with a slightly higher current at Jsc than the one with lower FF [89, 90]. Careful
work must be done with layer thicknesses to match the current of the two
subcells, thus maximizing the current of the device. Since the thickness of the
active layers is on the same order of magnitude as the wavelengths of light,
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optical effects can be a significant factor. Optical spacers have been proven
effective in models and in functional tandem devices [91]. Computational
modeling plays an important role in determining optimal layer thicknesses [88,
92, 93].
!

One challenge to tandem OPV fabrication is that of orthogonal solvents.

Since organic active layers are often soluble in the same solvents, care must be
taken to ensure that the solution coating of one layer does not dissolve any of the
layers beneath it. One fix is to evaporate metal or metal oxide buffer layers to
protect underlying organics [94-96]. Another option is to alter one or more of the
organic layers to be more chemically robust[97]. The option explored in Chapter
6 is to deposit the active layer of each subcell onto different substrates, which are
then laminated together.

1.5.1. Optical Modeling
!

When light hits an interface between two media, a portion is reflected, and

a portion is transmitted through the interface. This fraction of reflected light is
generally given by the Fresnel equations. Although complicated by polarization,
angle of incidence, and magnetic permeability, for normal incidence and dielectric
materials (μ = μ0), the Fresnel equations reduce to:
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Etrans
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!

(Eq.

1.5.1.1.)For the reflected wave, the sign convention is that for polarization
parallel to the plane of incidence. This means that if n’ > n there is a phase
reversal for the reflected wave.
!

Due to the relatively thin layers in an OPV device, optical interference

must be considered. Reflected light can interfere with transmitted light, changing
the overall reflection, and transmission at each interface, and the and intensity at
various points within the stack. The overall reflection of a layer structure is the
sum of an infinite number of reflections, which is cumbersome to calculate. One
way to calculate the optical field at various parts of the stack is to use the transfer
matrix method[93, 98-100]. In this method, the field in each layer can be found
by representing the layers by matrices of their admittances (related to indices of
refraction), and phases. This allows one to know the field at any point in a
multilayered stack, in order to maximize that field in the position occupied by the
active layer of the cell.
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1.6. Dissertation Outline
!

This dissertation will focus on the physics and device properties of OPV

devices made with lamination.
!

Chapter 2 will introduce the lamination procedure. Materials and

techniques will be discussed, analyzed and optimized for the P3HT:PCBM
system.
!

Chapter 3 will use the previously established technique to create devices

from previously difficult or impossible to integrate electrode materials. The
lamination technique will first be modified to work without the hole selective
PEDOT:PSS, and will then be applied to three different semitransparent contacts:
PEDOT:PSS, single walled carbon nanotubes, and silver nanowires. Due to the
nature of these contacts, lamination is the best, if not the only way to make
inverted devices using them as the back electrode.
!

Chapter 4 will explore the contact evolution of inverted devices. When

silver is evaporated onto an inverted OPV without a hole transport layer, it needs
to age a few days before the device performs optimally. We hypothesize that this
may be due to either silver oxide or silver sulfide forming at the silver/BHJ
interface. Bare contacts made from silver oxide and silver sulfide are laminated
to OPV devices to infer which compound is formed when pure silver is
evaporated and allowed to age on its own.
!

In chapter 5, tandem devices are laminated together. One active layer is

deposited onto each substrate, and they are laminated together to make the
tandem. Although the method works well, we learn that the ZnO is to blame for
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non-optimal device performance. There is also some work of optical interference
modeling and data fitting regarding matching currents in the two subcells of the
tandem.
!

Chapter 6 explores the physics behind the basis of lamination: adhesion.

Different mechanisms of adhesion are proposed and calculated based on known
materials properties. Calculations are quite broad, but within the range of
measured values for adhesion force. A general picture of the physics involved
with lamination and adhesion emerges.
!

Appendix A is a list of supplemental figures and unfinished experiments

that the author thought important to record and share, but was unable to finish
completed studies on.
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Chapter 2. Hot Press Lamination
2.1. Introduction
!

Recent progress on materials optimization for organic photovoltaics (OPV)

has resulted in efficiencies exceeding 10% [20]. While these advances in
efficiency bring the technology closer to commercialization, there is also strong
motivation to improve the processing techniques for the fabrication of these
devices. Of particular concern is compatibility with large-area manufacturing on
flexible substrates and encapsulation for mechanical robustness and stability
against degradation [101]. Due to the nature of the polymeric materials involved
in OPV, unconventional methods of fabrication that encompass these traits
become possible. One of these methods is the simple lamination (“gluing”) of
two parts of the device to finish the final OPV structure, as was shown over a
decade ago for polymer-polymer bilayers [102] and has recently been
demonstrated for polymer-fullerene bulk heterojunctions [103, 104]. In contrast
to lamination of inorganic PV that is performed to encapsulate a finished device,
the OPV lamination process brings two active elements of the device into contact
with the goal of forming a functioning charge-collecting interface. Device
structure is shown in Figure 2.3.1. The laminated OPV devices reach 3.19%
power conversion efficiency at 1 sun. The superior efficiencies high fill factors
(typically over 0.55) of laminated devices relative to evaporated devices indicate
good electronic contact between the laminated layers. We present studies of the
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effect of various parameters of the lamination on device performance as well as
demonstrate the processing steps that are important and must be carefully
controlled in order to obtain efficient devices.

2.2. Background & Motivation
!

In this paper we report on OPV devices fabricated in air with a hot press

lamination process. Lamination as a method to fabricate OPV has several
potential advantages over conventional bottom-up fabrication. First, the
processing step of thermal evaporation of a metal onto a polymer layer is
eliminated, as the metal electrode is now deposited onto a bare substrate.
Thermal damage of the active layer has been proposed to occur during
conventional metal evaporation, and high parasitic resistances have been
measured in evaporated metal-organic interfaces, compared to laminated ones
[85]. It has been shown that the rate of metal evaporation onto a
polymer:fullerene active layer is an important determining factor for the efficiency
of the device [84]. Therefore, unless one has access to a high quality (and
potentially expensive) thermal evaporation system that allows precise control of
the evaporation rate, the fabrication of consistently performing inverted OPV
devices may be problematic. As we will show, lamination enables the in-air
fabrication of devices with power conversion efficiencies equivalent to
evaporated contact devices fabricated in parallel. Second, lamination produces a
self-encapsulated device that is mechanically protected on two sides. Utilization
of flexible substrates with good oxygen and moisture barrier properties should
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also result in enhanced lifetimes of laminated devices. Finally, lamination is
compatible with roll-to-roll processing on flexible substrates and with solutionprocessed metal electrodes [86]. To demonstrate hot press lamination we use the
prototypical P3HT:PCBM bulk heterojunction in an inverted geometry, [64, 83, 84,
105] using a solution-cast ZnO underlayer as the electron collecting contact and
a laminated PEDOT:PSS / Ag layer as the hole collecting top electrode.

2.3. Experimental
!

The two parts of the device, one on glass and the second on a flexible

plastic PET substrate, are fabricated in air as follows. A glass slide with
patterned ITO is sonicated in acetone and isopropyl alcohol, then treated with an
oxygen plasma for 5 minutes. Zinc oxide is deposited from zinc acetate solution
followed by thermal conversion at 300 ºC in air [84]. An active layer of 320 nm is
spun from a 1:1 weight ratio of P3HT:PCBM dissolved in chlorobenzene with 2%
dibromooctane added to promote phase separation without the need for solvent
or thermal annealing [106, 107]. On the PET film, 100 nm of silver is thermally
deposited, followed by a 40 nm spin-coated film of PEDOT:PSS. For the best
devices the PEDOT:PSS was doped with 10% by weight d-sorbitol [108], unless
otherwise stated. The PET substrate is then annealed at 115 ºC for varying
annealing times as discussed below. The two parts of the device are then placed
in contact as shown in the figure 2.3.1, and placed in a hydraulic hot press for
lamination . Both top and bottom plates of the press are preheated to 130 ºC
(verified within 2%) and the sample is pressed with 1.9 MPa (275 psi) of pressure
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for 5 minutes. Control devices were fabricated in parallel with evaporated top Ag
contacts by spin coating PEDOT:PSS on top of the P3HT:PCBM active layer and
annealing at 130 ºC, followed by thermal evaporation of 100 nm Ag. To facilitate
adhesion of the PEDOT:PSS layer, the active layer was exposed to a light
oxygen plasma.

130 C+ 275 PSI
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Figure 2.3.1. Laminated device structure.
!

Current-voltage (J-V) curves are measured on an AM 1.5G solar simulator

with a Xenon lamp calibrated to one sun intensity. The device area of 0.11 cm2
defined by the electrode geometry is inaccurate because of the high conductivity
of the doped PEDOT:PSS layer, so an aperture was used to define a device area
of 0.0514 cm2 [109, 110]. It was verified that the EQE of devices integrated with
the AM1.5G spectrum reproduces the short circuit current density with a 10%
accuracy (Figure 2.4.2). Although an aperture is unnecessary for evaporated
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contact devices, the evaporated contact control devices were apertured to .0401
cm2 for a more accurate comparison to the laminated contact devices.
Aperturing evaporated contact devices to 0.0401 cm2 from 0.11 cm2 decreases
their open circuit voltages and increases fill factors while keeping the short
circuit current constant. The efficiency is consistent within error of the
measurements.

2.4. Results and Discussion
!

Typical J-V curves of laminated devices and comparison to devices with a

thermally evaporated top contact with a PEDOT:PSS hole transport layer are
shown in Fig. 2.4.1. The device performance parameters are summarized in
Table 2.4.1, where the average and standard deviation of performance
parameters taken from six laminated devices is also shown. As we will discuss
below, optimizing the annealing step of the PEDOT:PSS layer impacts both the
efficiency and the reproducibility of the devices. The best laminated device has
an efficiency of 3.19% and was achieved when the zinc acetate precursor
solution was prepared fresh, stirred overnight at room temperature, then spun
just before device fabrication. As documented in previous work, inverted devices
benefit from aging in air, with efficiencies gradually improving due to change on
the work function of the top Ag electrode [55]. This phenomenon is also
observed in the laminated inverted devices presented here, but to a lesser
extent. The best efficiencies are reached 5-7 days after the fabrication of the
device, but the overall improvement is around 20% over the day zero
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performance. During that period the devices were stored in the dark in ambient
conditions.
!

Compared to the best inverted device presented by White et al [84],

laminated devices have good Voc of 549 mV and much higher FF of 56%. The
Jsc of the laminated device is lower at 10.3 mA/cm2, but efficiency is still improved
compared to evaporated contact devices (table 2.4.1). The higher FF of the
laminated devices may be related to the presence of PEDOT:PSS without a
potentially damaging oxygen plasma treatment of the active layer to improve
wetting on the active layer. The device results obtained by White et al. did not
use PEDOT:PSS/Ag top contact.

Figure 2.4.1. Typical J-V curves of inverted OPV devices made by hot press
lamination (dotted red) compared to ones with thermally evaporated top contact
(solid blue). The best performing laminated device is also shown (solid black).
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Figure 2.4.2. External Quantum Efficiency of laminated OPV, verifying short
circuit current.
Top Contact

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(%)

Rs
(Ω)

Avg Evap control w/ PEDOT 545±2.5 7.23±.47 60.8±.23 41±1.5
Avg Laminated

η
(%)
2.40

545±4.8 9.78±.73 54.5±1.8 77±20 2.92±.27

Best Evap {White, 2006 #3}

556

11.22

47.5

Best Laminated

549

10.39

56

2.97
37

3.19

Table 2.4.1. Performance characteristics of laminated contact devices compared
to evaporated contact ones. The control and laminated devices were made
during this study, while the best evaporated device data was taken from previous
work [84].
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!

The performance of OPV devices fabricated with hot press lamination is

critically affected by the composition and thermal treatment of the PEDOT:PSS
layer. Figure 2.4.3. demonstrates the significance of the PEDOT:PSS layer and
the d-sorbitol additive on the performance of laminated devices. These samples
were fabricated at the same time under conditions that allowed us to compare
different compositions of the laminated contact. The best laminated device of the
series contained d-sorbitol additive (10% by liquid weight) and had an efficiency
of 2.67%. This differs from the 3.19% laminated device since the other
parameters mentioned in the study had not yet been optimized.
!

With no PEDOT:PSS interlayer, the devices have poor efficiency with very

low Voc of 173 mV, and Jsc of 3.9 mA/cm2. This indicates the presence of a
barrier for charge collection at the laminated (hole collecting) side of the device in
the absence of PEDOT:PSS. The low FF of 29%, and high series resistance,
measured from the inverse slope of the curve at + 1 V, of ca. 200 Ω, indeed
suggests poor electrical contact at the laminated interface. The presence of a
PEDOT:PSS interlayer drastically improves the device performance: Voc is 506
mV, Jsc is 8.1 mA/cm2, series resistance drops to 50 Ω, and FF increases to
52%. These observations verify that the PEDOT:PSS is providing an ohmic
contact for hole extraction[104, 108]. The addition of d-sorbitol to the
PEDOT:PSS interlayer further increases the Jsc to 8.7 mA/cm2 and the FF to
58%. In some cells, the fill factor is over 60%, and the series resistance is
reduced to 35 Ω. The decreased series resistance and increased FF are
consistent with increased conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol. The d34

sorbitol doped films exhibit much enhanced adhesion, and devices from these
films are made more physically robust during the lamination process. About 25%
of the undoped PEDOT:PSS devices delaminated when the plates of the press
were pulled apart, while none of the doped PEDOT:PSS devices failed in this
manner. Further work on adhesion will be discussed in Chapter 6.
!

Sublimation of d-sorbitol occurs at 120 ºC at atmospheric pressure and is

responsible for the increase in the conductivity of the film[111]. The d-sorbitol
treatment also alters the work function from 5.1 to 4.8 eV in films deposited on
glass[111]. However, in the devices shown in this work, the Voc is relatively
unchanged between PEDOT:PSS with and without d-sorbitol. This is in contrast
to what is seen in non-inverted devices, in which formulating the PEDOT:PSS
with sorbitol results in a decrease in Voc [68]. We also note that the Voc of
inverted devices using a thermally evaporated Ag top contact has been seen to
correlate with the work function of the Ag [55]. That the behavior of this
laminated electrode is different suggests that either the chemical potential at the
laminated interface is decoupled from the work-function of the electrode,
presumably due to a lack of Fermi level pinning, or that it is the Ag in the
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol/Ag that is dominating the chemical potential.
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Figure 2.4.3. J-V curves of devices with various layers at the lamination
interface. The blue dashed line shows performance from a device laminated
without an interlayer between the bulk heterojunction and the Ag on PET. The
red dashed line has a PEDOT:PSS interlayer, and the solid black line has a
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol interlayer.
!

During annealing of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layer a balance needs to

be achieved between removing water from the film, while maintaining levels of dsorbitol at the lamination interface until an electrical connection is made. Careful
control of the annealing conditions of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layer is one of
the most important parameters for efficient and reproducible laminated devices.
Figure 2.4.4. shows the effect of different pre-lamination treatments of the
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol interlayer on device performance. The error bars
correspond to the standard deviation between six devices on the same substrate.
The following types of treatment were used: i) drying in ambient conditions, ii) a
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10 minute vacuum step without heat and iii) an annealing step on a hot plate in
air set to 115 ºC. In treatment iii) the time on the hot plate was varied between 2
and 10 minutes. Annealing above 115 ºC leads to delamination during fabrication
and poor reproducibility. Figure 2.4.3 shows that both the Jsc and the FF of
devices increase and become more consistent when the samples are heated,
while the Voc is relatively unchanged. We conclude that annealing the
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layer at 115 ºC for 10 minutes increases both the
performance and reproducibility of laminated devices. Note that the efficiency of
the optimized devices in Figure 2.4.4. is ca. 2.4%, lower than the 3+ % reported
above. The results shown in Figure 2.4.4. are taken from devices measured
shortly after the lamination process without allowing them to age, which improves
their efficiency.
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Figure 2.4.4.
Device performance parameters for different pre-lamination
treatments of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol interlayer. “0” represents drying the
layer in ambient conditions, and “0+Vac” represents drying the layer in vacuum of
10-1 torr at room temperature for 10 minutes. The other points correspond to
annealing the layer at 115 ºC in air for 2, 5 and 10 minutes.
!

Additional parameters were explored and were found to have less effect

on device performance. Lamination pressure was varied from 0.7 to 2.4 MPa
(100 to 350 psi) with a broad performance peak between 1.31 and 2.07 MPa but
with small variations outside that range. Lamination time was varied from 0.5 to
30 minutes with devices laminated 2 minutes or less showing poor reproducibility,
and devices annealed longer than 5 minutes showing no significant
improvement. Thickness of the active layer was varied from 230 to 560 nm, with
thicker layers showing higher Jsc and lower FF values. The optimum thickness
was near 320 nm, the same as reported for evaporated contact devices [84].
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2.5. Conclusions
!

In summary, we demonstrate that lamination of the Ag contact can

produce inverted OPV devices with efficiencies higher than devices made in
parallel with thermal evaporation of the top contact. The processing parameters
that are important in the fabrication process are the presence of a
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol interlayer at the lamination interface, the pre-lamination
treatment of that layer. If these parameters are adequately controlled, devices
with efficiencies over 3% are routinely achieved. As will be shown in future
chapters, lamination is generally applicable to a wide range of contacts and
active layers. In addition to the electrodes shown in chapter 3, we were able to
change the P3HT:PCBM active layer to P3HT:ICBA (shown in chapter 5), and to
PCDTBT:PC70BM (shown in appendix A). The flexibility of the technique will
allow research groups to investigate other OPV materials without some of the
limitations of sequential deposition.
!

In addition to the scientific benefits of the technique, lamination provides a

way to produce efficient OPV devices with reduced capital investment costs. A
lamination press is an order of magnitude less expensive than an evaporation
chamber. Electrodes can be purchased from an offsite evaporator, or metal foils
can be used. Lamination also opens pathways for low cost deposition of
electrode materials, such as solution cast electrodes.
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Chapter 3. Transparent Back Electrodes and Alternative Adhesives
3.1 Introduction
!

While PCE advances are led by the development of new active layer

materials, an aspect of OPV that is increasingly attracting attention is the
electrical contacts. From the device physics standpoint, new active layer
materials with tunable energetics require tunability in the contact work functions
for efficient charge extraction [59, 112]. For the transparent conducting side of
the device, limited worldwide indium supplies make ITO a controversial choice for
the transparent contact in large scale PV applications [113]. Flexible ITO on
plastic is inherently lower quality in its optical transmission and sheet resistance
than rigid ITO on glass, due to constraints of substrate temperature, limiting its
electrical properties when used in large scale roll to roll applications. On the
potentially opaque side of the device, evaporating metal directly onto a solution
processed active layer is not easily scalable to large area production, and it
requires an on-site vacuum deposition chamber, which can be costly.
Evaporating metals quickly onto organics involves a fair amount of heat transfer,
which can potentially damage the organic layer.
!

One of the most disruptive developments regarding contacts in OPV has

been the adoption of the so-called inverted device geometry [18, 22, 84, 105,
114, 115]. Its main advantage is that it does not require a low work function
contact for electron collection resulting in increased shelf life and functional
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lifetime of the OPV device [23, 55]. The bottom contact is modified with ZnO,
and the top contact is Ag, either bare or modified with PEDOT:PSS. All
fabrication steps except for metal evaporations can be performed in ambient air.
!

This work demonstrates a versatile toolbox of methods for scalable

fabrication of laminated OPV devices. D-sorbitol alone is first explored as an
adhesive for the silver back contact in inverted OPV devices, as opposed to the
previously used PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol adhesive. This allows for the lamination
of a metal electrode without an interlayer, which will later facilitate lamination
from either the electron or hole side contact. Next, alternative back electrode
materials are studied using the lamination procedure. PEDOT:PSS films, single
walled carbon nanotubes, and silver nanowires are studied in OPV devices and
compared to solid silver films. PEDOT:PSS is a widely used conductive polymer
with many applications. We use it here as an electrode without the problems of
wetting when spin-coating over a BHJ, or the droplet formation issues of spray
deposition. Single walled carbon nanotubes have been shown to make good
transparent contacts for OPV devices already, but have not yet been used as a
back contact due to processing conditions that would destroy the underlying
layers. This work circumvents the processing issues and utilizes SWCNTs as a
semitransparent back contact in inverted OPV. Silver nanowires are one of the
best prospects for low cost transparent conductors for PV applications. We are
able to laminate AgNW contacts without having to submit the underlying organics
to drying conditions or solvents.
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!

Devices in this work are fabricated by hot-press lamination, as

demonstrated in earlier work [116]. In lamination, the top metal electrode is
deposited onto a flexible substrate. This metal electrode is then coated with
additional organic layers, and subsequently pressed onto the bulk heterojunction
of an otherwise complete device on a glass substrate (Fig. 3.1.1.A). This is
contrasted with evaporated contact devices, in which all layers except the top
metal contact are spin coated sequentially on top of the ITO electrode. An
evaporated device is completed when the metal electrode is evaporated over the
organic layers.

Figure 3.1.1. (A) A schematic showing the lamination process. The device is
completed when the flexible electrode is laminated to the active layer. In this
work different adhesive interlayers as well as different top electrodes are used.
(B) The device geometry used in this work. The active layers are sandwiched
between the underlying blue ITO and the grey electrodes laminated on top.
(C) The bus bar pattern used for PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol only electrodes
!
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!

Laminated devices have similar or better PV properties than identical

devices made with metal evaporation [116]. Lamination enables isolation of
electrode processing from the active layer. This allows for electrode materials
and treatments to be used that would otherwise damage or destroy the device.
Other advantages shown in this work include: More fabrication steps can be
done in air. Lamination is compatible with metal free and semitransparent
contacts, as well as roll to roll processing. Laminated devices are encapsulated
on both sides. The step of using barrier layers can be trivially integrated into the
fabrication of the device. Our previously published standard demonstrates that
lamination is a viable technique for OPV device fabrication. In this work, our
standard technique (summarized in the following section) is modified to work with
new adhesives electrode materials that are both transparent, and difficult or
impossible to implement into inverted devices without lamination.
!

The materials and methods are examined using a P3HT:PCBM bulk

heterojunction active layer. All devices have the same bottom half of the OPV
device, while the top, flexible contact and adhesive layer are varied. Results
demonstrate the use and processing of these readily-available materials for
semitransparent, metal-free devices with no vacuum step in their fabrication
procedure. Although optimization of each approach is not the goal of this work, a
route to further optimization is suggested for each electrode studied.
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3.1.1. Lamination Without PEDOT:PSS
!

In our previous lamination work, it was shown that lamination with no

interlayer between the electrode and active layer made poor devices [116].
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol acted as both the adhesive and as a hole contact modifier
for the silver electrode. In an attempt to isolate these two roles, lamination using
the d-sorbitol adhesive without PEDOT:PSS is performed here. This will allow for
different materials to be laminated in the future, including electron selective
contacts instead of the hole collecting PEDOT:PSS contact modifier.

3.1.2. PEDOT:PSS as a Transparent Electrode
!

PEDOT:PSS is then used as a transparent electrode. D-sorbitol, used

earlier for its adhesion properties, also increases the conductivity of the polymer
film by three orders of magnitude [111]. The mechanism of this conductivity
increase involves the sublimation of d-sorbitol, and the reorganization of the
PEDOT:PSS into the voids left behind [111]. D-sorbitol also changes the work
function of the final film, decreasing it from 5.1 eV to 4.9 eV[111]. In our previous
work, the decreased work function of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol did not affect the
device voltage when compared to pristine PEDOT:PSS [116]. PEDOT:PSS is
relatively transparent to optical wavelengths when it is used as a thin film. When
used solely as a hole transport layer, PEDOT:PSS films are generally ~30 nm
thick. When 10% d-sorbitol is added to the suspension and spin coated in
identical conditions, the film is ~275 nm thick after annealing. This much thicker,
mostly d-sorbitol, film is more transparent than the PEDOT:PSS only film (Fig.
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3.3.2.1.B), and is much more conductive [111]. Pure d-sorbitol films are
insulating, but PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol films prepared here have conductivities ~3
orders of magnitude higher than pure PEDOT:PSS ones.
!

Because of its transparency and conductivity properties, PEDOT has been

used as a semitransparent contact for OPV devices by others in the past [69, 70,
117-119]. It is also the most widely used hole contact in OPV. In inverted
devices, PEDOT:PSS is used between the active layer and the metal electrode.
If the electrode is silver, PEDOT:PSS allows the device to perform optimally upon
fabrication, as opposed to having to wait for the silver to age over a few days
[55]. PEDOT:PSS is aqueous, and poor wetting prevents its easy deposition
onto hydrophobic active layers. Solutions include additives such as surfactants
[79], spray coating [69, 70] or potentially damaging plasma or UV ozone
treatment of the active layer. Spray coated films tend to be less conductive due
to barriers at droplet boundaries. Lamination is a useful procedure to ensure
physical and electrical contact between the active layer and the PEDOT:PSS
electrode with the addition of d-sorbitol, but no other additives or surfactants, and
no problems with droplet formation or active layer damage due to oxygen plasma
or UV ozone. Due to its low conductivity, a bus bar pattern (Fig 3.1.1.C) is used
beneath the electrodes to laterally conduct current from the electrode to the
electrical contact for wire connection. The device area is entirely PEDOT:PSS:dsorbitol, the metal simply aids the current from the device to the electrical
connect across the substrate.
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3.1.3. Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes
!

Single walled carbon nanotube films may present several advantages over

alternatives either as a transparent conductor, or as a thicker, non-transparent
electrode [25, 120-123]. SWCNT’s have been demonstrated as the bottom
contact of an OPV device [120], but have not successfully been used in an
inverted structure. The nanotubes themselves have very low resistances, but in
a film of them, resistance arises from the junctions between tubes. The
transparency of the tubes is due to the separation between the light-absorbing
tubes in the network that makes the film [123, 124]. SWCNT’s can be sprayed in
a variety of thicknesses in order to balance light transmission and conductivity
[120]. Because we are using them as the back contact, films are sprayed to
optimize conductivity at the expense of lower transparency. As prepared,
SWCNTs are ~2/3 semiconducting, and ~1/3 metallic. Redox dopants are found
to increase the delocalized carrier density and transmission probability through
intertube junctions more effectively for semiconductor-enriched films than for
metal-enriched films. As a result, redox-doped semiconductor-enriched films are
more conductive than either intrinsic or redox-doped metal-enriched films [121].
!

Carbon nanotube films are prepared as in previous work [122]. In brief,

the SWCNTs are ultrasonically sprayed from a SWCNT ink with a CMC
surfactant. Soaking the film in nitric acid simultaneously dissolves the surfactant
and p-type dopes the semiconducting nanotubes in a redox reaction. The work
function of the doped SWCNTs is approximately 5.8 eV, which makes them
suitable as a hole collecting contact in a P3HT:PCBM device. The nitric acid
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soak makes it impossible to spray the tubes directly onto the active layer of an
OPV device. The subsequent necessary acid soak will destroy the underlying
layers. In this work, lamination is used to isolate the acid soak step from the
other parts of the device, and fabricate inverted OPV devices with a SWCNT top
electrode.

3.1.4. Silver Nanowires
!

Silver nanowires provide an opportunity for metallic contacts without the

need for a vacuum deposition step. Due to the separation between the wires,
AgNW films are semitransparent. This makes them a potential replacement for
ITO as a transparent conducting contact. Their macroscopic transparency and
conductivity properties make them ostensibly better candidates for ITO
replacement than SWCNT films [25]. On the microscale, the gaps between wires
are too large for free holes to travel laterally across the bulk heterojunction to be
collected. This suggests a hybrid between the relatively wide-open AgNWs and
a lower conductivity but fully coating PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol film [125]. Since the
AgNWs are sprayed from an IPA suspension, lamination is not inherently
necessary, but it does isolate the organic layers from the spraying, drying, and
annealing conditions required by the AgNWs. There is evidence in literature that
even a poor solvent can cause the P3HT to swell, and promote changes in
microstructure within the blend [52]. Lamination also provides a clean, smooth
PET substrate for AgNW deposition, rather than multiple layered organics.
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3.2. Experimental
!

All devices in this work start with patterned ITO on a glass substrate. A

ZnO electron transport layer is made by spin-coating then annealing a sol-gel
precursor [126] over the substrate. The P3HT:PCBM active layer is spin-coated
over this ETL.
!

All control devices are made as follows: On a flexible substrate, 100 nm of

Ag is thermally deposited onto PET. This film is then coated with Baytron 4083
PEDOT:PSS mixed with d-sorbitol in a 10% by weight mixture. The
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol is spin-coated twice onto the Ag electrode at 2000 RPM to
produce a film roughly 350 nm thick. This tenfold increase in thickness is
consistent with a tenfold increase in solids in the film, and means that the film is
mostly d-sorbitol with in interpenetrating network of highly conductive
PEDOT:PSS. This flexible substrate is pre-annealed for 10 minutes at 115 ºC to
remove water from the PEDOT:PSS before lamination. The two substrates are
then laminated together to complete the device. During the lamination step the
layers are pressed for 5 minutes between heated plates at 130 ºC and 275 psi.
All steps after the thermal evaporation of metal onto the PET are done in ambient
atmosphere. Devices with alternative adhesives or electrode materials use this
standard procedure with the following changes:
!

When d-Sorbitol as an adhesive layer for Ag Film Electrodes, d-sorbitol is

first dissolved in water in a 5% by weight solution. This solution wets the silver/
PET substrate poorly, so it is then diluted with IPA in (H20:Sorbitol):IPA ratios of
1:1, 1:3, or 1:7. This mixture is spin-coated onto the patterned silver electrode on
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a PET substrate at 2000 RPM. D-sorbitol is an electrical insulator, so the layer
must be thin enough to allow tunneling of current. These substrates are then
laminated to the active layer to complete the device.
!

Devices with transparent PEDOT:PSS contacts are made as follows: A

silver bus bar pattern is evaporated through a shadow mask onto a flexible PET
substrate (Fig 3.1.1.C). This substrate is then coated with the PEDOT:PSS:dsorbitol recipe used above. In this case the PEDOT:PSS acts as the entire
contact, rather than a hole modifier for the silver contact. The PET/Ag busbar/
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol substrate is laminated onto the bulk heterojunction to
complete a device in place of a metal electrode.
!

SWCNT films were prepared as in Tenent et al. [122]. Since they are

being used for the non-transparent back electrode in this work, thick films (~80
nm) with little transparency (~40%) are used. Devices are laminated with
SWCNT electrodes in 2 different treatments: As cast (freshly doped) SWCNTs,
and SWCNTs coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol.
!

Silver nanowire films are prepared by ultrasonic spray deposition of silver

nanowire solutions in IPA onto PET substrates. Silver nanowires with an average
diameter of 115 nm were purchased from Seashell Technologies (La Jolla, CA)
and used without additional modification. Film transparency and thickness are
controlled by the number of passes of the spray head. The films used here have
a sheet resistance of 15 Ω/☐ and a transparency of 55% across the useable
portion of the spectrum (Fig 3.3.4.1.C). Devices are laminated with 3 treatments:
bare NW films, NWs coated with a solution of d-sorbitol in water (5% by weight),
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and NW’s coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol (used in controls). These films are
laminated onto a bulk heterojunction to complete the OPV device.
!

Devices are characterized with current-voltage measurement under

simulated solar light from a xenon arc lamp calibrated to solar intensity using a
silicon diode with a spectral mismatch of 1.1. Due to the high conductivity of the
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layer used in some devices, all devices are apertured
using a .0514 cm2 shadow mask. Nominal dark device area is 1.1 cm2. Device
series resistance (Rs) is measured as the inverse slope of the J-V curve at +1V.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. D-Sorbitol as an Adhesive Layer for solid Ag Film Electrodes
!

Device yield of the 1:7 ratio adhesive layer is 50% due to the sensitivity of

the devices to the thickness of the adhesive layer. The 50% that work have the
best performance of all PEDOT free devices. This suggests that there is a
narrow range of correct d-sorbitol thicknesses when it is spin-coated over Ag as a
contact adhesive. The layer must be thick enough to promote adhesion while
being thin enough to allow for tunneling of charges into the Ag. Series resistance
of the functioning 1:7 devices is similar to that of the PEDOT:PSS control (Table
3.3.1.1.). The slightly higher short circuit current and reduced fill factor of the 1:7
devices is consistent with bare Ag contacts, as opposed to PEDOT:PSS coated
contacts. We conclude that the (d-sorbitol:H20):IPA mixture needs to be quite
dilute. Charges either tunnel through the thin sorbitol layer or make ohmic
contact in the gaps between sorbitol patches in the adhesive film.
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!

Lamination of bare contacts using only d-sorbitol as an adhesive produces

working OPV devices, but the failure rate due to delamination during fabrication
of these devices is high, and the performance characteristics are not as good as
those with the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol hole modifying adhesive. PEDOT:PSS free
lamination is a useful test procedure for devices with alternative electrode
materials or treatments, as well as alternative HTLs. Further optimization of the
(d-sorbitol:H2O):IPA mixture may provide better wetting on the substrate, and
more consistent device performance. This procedure may work differently when
the (d-sorbitol:H2O):IPA mixture is spun onto a surface with different wetting
properties than a smooth Ag film (See Chapters 4&5).

Figure 3.3.1.1. Performance characteristics of adhesive layers made from water,
d-sorbitol, and IPA in various concentrations. Error bars are standard deviation
of the functional devices.
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Adhesive Treatment
with 100 nm Ag electrode

Device Rs
η (%)
FF (%) % Functional
(Ω)
Best / Avg Best / Avg (≥6 devices)

Ag/PEDOT:PSS:d-Sorbitol

40-50

2.74 / 2.60 56.2 / 55.4

85

Ag/Sorbitol:IPA 1:1

120-170

1.91 / 1.83 41.4 / 40.6

66

Ag/Sorbitol:IPA 1:3

120-250

2.09 / 1.52 42.5 / 38.2

66

Ag/Sorbitol:IPA 1:7

40-55

2.44 / 2.12 47.3 / 47.1
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Table 3.3.1.1. Properties of devices made with d-sorbitol as a contact adhesive
3.3.2. PEDOT:PSS:d-Sorbitol Electrodes
!

Devices with PEDOT:PSS contacts exhibit good open circuit voltages, but

suffer from reduced current and fill factor, and large variation. PEDOT:PSS
electrodes are the most transparent of those examined in this work, but are also
the most resistive.(Fig 3.3.1.1 and Table 3.3.1.1.). Since PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol
is already the most effective conducting adhesive for lamination purposes, it is
easily incorporated as a semitransparent electrode. PEDOT:PSS electrodes
allow for fabrication of metal-free devices. Metal bus bars are used in this
geometry to help with the relatively long lateral distance charges must travel to
get from the active area of the device to the electrical connect (Fig. 3.1.1.C).
There is no vacuum step necessary in the fabrication process. For further
optimization, thicker films would have better conductivity properties with minimal
absorption increase but may not be effective enough to lead to increases in
device fill factors and efficiencies. Given that sheet resistance is inversely
related to thickness, it would likely be better to increase conductivity by orders of
magnitude than thickness. Higher conductivity PEDOT:PSS variants are
available [70, 119], but generally have smaller work functions. The higher
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conductivity and lower work function should both theoretically decrease
photovoltage, but in our experience with P3HT:PCBM and the d-sorbitol additive
in 4083 PEDOT, this has not been the case [116]. Careful formulation, or layering
[118] of PEDOT:PSS variants could advance the usefulness of the material as an
electrode.

Figure 3.3.2.1.
(A) PEDOT:PSS as a transparent contact exhibits similar
voltage, but poor current and fill factor compared to laminated Ag contacts. (B)
Optical transmission of PEDOT:PSS with and without d-sorbtiol, before and after
annealing.
3.3.3. Single Walled Carbon Nanotube Electrodes
!

SWCNT devices are laminated with as bare (freshly doped) SWCNTs, and

SWCNTs coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol. Devices made from bare SWCNTs
have poor photovoltaic properties, but have series resistances similar to those
made from SWCNTs treated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol. SWCNT electrodes
treated with PEDOT:PSS:d-Sorbitol exhibit much better photovoltaic properties.
AFM data shows that the roughness of bare SWCNTs is similar to that of ones
with PEDOT:PSS spin-coated over them. Measured RMS roughness is 8.0 nm
for coated SWCNTs vs. 4.6 nm for bare ones. (Fig 3.3.3.1.b). Identical Voc of the
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SWCNT/PEDOT:PSS devices and the Ag/PEDOT:PSS ones suggest good
energy level alignment of the SWCNT/PEDOT contact with P3HT. The series
resistance SWCNT devices is 330-600 Ω compared to 40 Ω in devices with Ag
contacts.
!

The SWCNT films used start at at 25 Ω/☐. It is found that either annealing

at 130 C, spin-coating PEDOT:PSS over the films, or both, will increase the sheet
resistance to ~45 Ω/☐ (Table 3.3.4.1.). This change in sheet resistivity is
attributed to de-doping of the tubes either by heating or washing away of the
dopants. For comparison the ITO used as the transparent contact has a sheet
resistance of 15 Ω/☐ (Table 3.3.4.1.). Figure 3.3.3.1.C shows that the devices
are quite attenuating, but still semitransparent. The flat absorption at
wavelengths greater than 650 nm is due to the broad absorption of the SWCNT
film.
!

Further optimization should include a variety of PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol

thicknesses, and bus bars or better geometry to limit FF reduction from parasitic
series resistance. As shown elsewhere [127] and in this work (Table 3.3.4.1),
SWCNT films tend to become more resistive as dopants desorb when exposed to
heat or liquids. Newer, more stable dopants [128] may resist desorption and lead
to lower resistance SWCNT networks, thus better devices. Isolating the
semiconducting SWCNTs would improve the performance of the final electrode
compared to the 2/3 semiconducting, 1/3 metallic mixture used in this work.
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Figure 3.3.3.1. (A) PV performance of devices with SWCNT contacts compared
to Ag ones. The PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol is necessary for good performance of
SWCNT electrodes. (B) AFM deflection images of SWCNT films with and without
PEDOT:PSS covering layers. Spinning PEDOT:PSS over the SWCNT film does
not noticeably affect surface roughness. (C) Optical density of a semitransparent
OPV device with SWCNT back contact.

3.3.4. Silver Nanowire PEDOT:PSS Hybrid Electrodes
!

AgNWs with no adhesive could not make measurable devices due to

delamination. Wires coated with the d-sorbitol in water solution had poor
electronic properties (Fig 3.3.4.1.A). Open circuit voltage of d-sorbitol coated
electrode devices is similar to that seen from bare silver contacts, but current and
fill factor are both very low. This is due to a space charge buildup of carriers
unable to leave the device due to the large gaps between the wires. Nanowire
films coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol had performance comparable to the
Ag:PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol controls. Similar currents and open circuit voltages
are offset by the reduced fill factor, likely due to increased series resistance of
the NW devices compared to the solid Ag film devices. Device resistance of NW
electrode devices is 280-340 Ω compared to 40 Ω in control devices (Table
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3.3.4.1.). Although PEDOT:PSS does not affect the RMS surface roughness
(~50 nm), AFM images show that PEDOT:PSS is filling in gaps between wires
(Fig 3.3.4.1.B). This increases the current collecting area and evens out the
spatial conductivity of the contact.

Figure 3.3.4.1. (A) PV performance of devices made with Ag NW contacts. (B)
AFM deflection images of a bare NW film and one coated with PEDOT:PSS. The
PEDOT evens out the spatial conductivity of the film (C) Resistivity vs.
transparency and a typical transmission spectrum for Ag NW films. This work
used the data point at 55%T and 15 Ω/☐ Ultrasonic spray deposition allows the
transparency and conductivity of AgNW films to be varied by simply varying the
number of passes of the spray head over the substrate.
!

Given the relatively high performance of AgNW/PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol

electrodes compared to solid silver films, not much further optimization should be
required for this electrode. Solid silver bus bars outside the active area of the
device should further decrease series resistance, and increase fill factor off the
device. AgNW electrodes are quite comparable in OPV device performance to
solid Ag film electrodes and have the advantages of being both semitransparent,
and vacuum process free. Although others have demonstrated AgNW devices
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without an adhesive or conducting polymer added [129], we were unable to
reproduce this result. It is possible that altering the lamination technique with a
release film may discourage delamination upon pulling the press apart. It also
possible that surface morphology of the nanowire network or bulk heterojunction
can be altered to make better mechanical contact between the two. Thicker films
or bus bars may decrease resistivity and increase fill factor, but at the cost of
transparency and simplicity, respectively.

3.4. Comparisons, and Conclusions General to All Contacts
!

Of the transparent contacts explored, AgNWs coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-

sorbitol offer the best PV performance. This is consistent with our AgNW
electrodes having the lowest sheet resistance (Table 3.3.4.1.) and with literature
showing that AgNWs have a better transparency/conductivity figure of merit than
SWCNTs [25]. Although SWCNTs are much cheaper in terms of raw material
(carbon vs. silver), AgNWs are currently cheaper to produce and process into
useable electrode films than the complicated process necessary to create
SWCNT electrodes [122].
!

Nonreflective contacts result in minimal current loss when used with

relatively thick P3HT:PCBM active layers. Many of the new high efficiency
polymers are made much thinner due to charge transport properties [91, 130].
For example, optimal active layer thickness for both 6.7% efficient PCDTBT and
4.5% efficient PCPDTBT devices is 100 nm [74, 130]. Devices made from thinner
active layers, such as PCDTBT, will suffer more from the absence of back
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reflection with transparent contacts. Current loss from lack of back-reflection is
an intrinsic issue with a device that is semitransparent by design. This can be
mitigated by the use of a diffusive reflector behind the device or by stacking
semitransparent cells for increased absorption. The light scattering properties of
AgNWs may help this effect, light not absorbed by the active layer is either
passed through the device, or scattered diffusely back into it. Back scattering will
increase the path length of the reflected light. Although the AgNWs used here
are randomly oriented, periodic AgNW networks have been shown to excite
surface plasmons on individual wires which increase optical field intensity in the
vicinity of the contact, and can be coupled diffractively to maximize transmission
through the film or diffractive scattering [131].
!

In our geometry, much of the electrode material is in the non-active area of

the device. The ‘finger’ of the electrode carries current of the device across an
unnecessarily long lateral distance. Bus bars (used with PEDOT:PSS contacts)
reduce this series resistance at the cost of additional processing. A different
geometry with a shorter distance (or lower resistance) between the device area
and the electrical measurement area would increase PCE in any semitransparent
devices in which the fill factor is limited by the series resistance. All of the
alternative electrode devices explored here have high Rs values when compared
to metal electrodes. Silver nanowire electrodes have resistance comparable to
current transparent ITO, but are still more resistive than solid silver films. High
device series resistance causes decreased fill factor and efficiency.
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!

Comparatively good open circuit voltages of the alternative electrode

devices suggest that the energy level alignment is appropriate and is dominated
by the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol interlayer. The energetic properties of the
materials are adequate, but the lateral conductivity properties need remediation
or improvement, especially in the case of PEDOT:PSS and SWCNTs.
Electrode

Sheet R Device
η (%)
%
FF (%)
(Ω/☐) Rs (Ω) Best / Avg
Functional

Newly Doped SWCNT

26

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

SWCNT 130 ºC 5 min
anneal

45

440-600

~0

25

83

SWCNT/PEDOT:PSS

44

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

SWCNT/PEDOT:PSS
Annealed

45

330-600 1.57 / 1.44

45.6

83

Ag Nanowires/d-Sorbitol

15

~2500 0.35 / 0.24

21.7

83

Ag NW/PEDOT:PSS:dSorbitol

<15

280-340 1.65 / 1.48

40.5

83

~1000 130-200 1.01 / 0.87

34.7

85

56.2

85

PEDOT:PSS:d-Sorbitol
Ag/PEDOT:PSS:d-Sorbitol

~0

40-50

2.74 / 2.60

Table 3.3.4.1.
Characteristics and device properties for semitransparent
electrodes with different treatments. SWCNT’s, AgNWs, and PEDOT:PSS:dsorbitol films are compared to the standard Ag/PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol.
!

Solid silver films are comparatively robust both chemically and physically

when compared to the alternative electrodes presented in this work. All of the
alternative electrodes discussed in this work are easily wiped off during
patterning for fabrication. This problem is not inherent to the electrode, but the
particular geometry used. Care must be taken not to damage the electrodes
during patterning and fabrication. Wiping can be eliminated if the PEDOT:PSS
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interlayer is masked before deposition, or the interlayer can be deposited onto
the other half of the lamination interface. Each solution poses its own set of
challenges, masking the electrode must be done in a way that is harmless to the
electrode, and depositing PEDOT:PSS onto an organic stack may necessitate
wetting additives or treatments.
!

A note on the AFM images: The images shown are deflection scans. The

deflection of the AFM tip is shown. When the substrate is scanned, the height of
the measurement is the sum of the tip deflection and change in stage height.
Showing deflection only compresses the image, so that details of both large and
small features can be seen. Height traces for the 4 relevant electrodes (AgNWs
and SWCNTs with and without PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol) are in appendix A.
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Chapter 4. Contact Evolution
4.1. Introduction
!

As device efficiencies continue to improve, time evolution, degradation,

and shelf-life all become important processes to understand. Devices made in
the ‘traditional’ geometry (electrons collected at the metal electrode) have low
work function top electrodes, often Ca, LiF/Al, or Be [56]. Although initially high
performing, devices made with low work function contacts tend to degrade
quickly in air [23], and must be encapsulated in order to be candidates for large
scale solar power generation. Another solution to this degradation problem is to
make devices in inverted geometry with higher work function metal contacts that
are inherently stable. Inverted OPV devices are often made with silver contacts
with or without a hole collecting electrode modifier. Hole collecting layers include
the high work function semiconducting polymer PEDOT:PSS, or transition metal
oxides such as MoO3[81, 132],WO3[133]or V2O5 [132, 134]. It is documented
(and shown in this work) that inverted devices with P3HT:PCBM active layers and
silver contacts perform poorly initially, but improve after a few days in the dark in
ambient conditions [55]. This has been attributed to the shift in work function as
silver oxidizes . This is not the only available explanation however. White et al
have suggested that the performance increase is due to oxygen doping in the
active layer of the device [135]. It is also possible that silver sulfide plays a role.
This postulation is based on the facts that tarnished silver is predominantly silver
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sulfide, and that the sulfur containing thiophene in P3HT may contribute to this
process while bonding the hole-collecting Ag electrode to the P3HT in the active
layer.
!

This work uses a previously developed lamination technique [116] to

examine the possibility that silver sulfide, not silver oxide, is responsible for the
improvement of PV characteristics over time in inverted OPV devices. A series of
devices is laminated with silver contacts that are pre-treated to form AgxO and
AgxS. PV characteristics of the electrodes and resultant devices are then
measured to determine the nature of the performance increase.

4.2. Background
!

The work function of Ag has been documented at 4.3 eV [55](Fig 4.2.1.).

This aligns poorly with the HOMO of P3HT at 4.7 eV [136]and induces a poor
electric field when paired with a ZnO electron transport layer with a work function
near its conduction band at 4.1 eV [137]. Inverted devices perform quite poorly
upon fabrication, with Voc’s near 120 mV. After storage in dark ambient
conditions, Voc, Jsc, FF, and efficiency all improve (Fig 4.2.2.). As silver oxidizes,
its work function moves 250 mV further from vacuum, nominally from ~ 4.275 to
~ 4.525 eV so the performance improvement has been attributed to the oxidation
of the silver electrode [55].
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Figure 4.2.1. Energy Levels of Silver and Silver Oxide compared to other parts
of the inverted OPV system.
!

The performance change of inverted OPV devices with an Ag electrode

without an interlayer is quite drastic. Devices work very poorly upon initial
fabrication, but improve over the first few days. See Figure 4.2.2. This timedelayed performance effect is greatly diminished when a PEDOT:PSS interlayer
is used. PEDOT:PSS is available with a variety of conductivities, work functions,
and wetting treatments. The Baytron 4083 formulation is most often used as a
hole collecting interlayer in traditional geometry devices. Without additives to the
PEDOT:PSS or treatments to the active layer, wetting between the two is poor, so
PEDOT:PSS cannot be spin coated directly onto a P3HT:PCBM active layer.
One solution to this problem is to spin coat it over a silver electrode on a flexible
substrate, and then laminate the substrate to the active layer of a device [116].
Adding d-sorbitol to the 4083 PEDOT:PSS changes its work function from 5.10
eV to 4.85 eV and increases its conductivity by 2-3 orders of magnitude [111].
Incorporating PEDOT:PSS as an interlayer in an OPV device greatly diminishes
the previously documented time evolution gains on the 0-2 day time scale (Fig.
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4.2.2.). Devices work almost optimally upon fabrication, and improve only slightly
over the first few days of ambient storage. The presence of PEDOT:PSS
decreases the Jsc, increases the FF, and does not alter the Voc to make a cell
with a higher efficiency than Ag contacts alone.

Figure 4.2.2. Time evolution of inverted devices with Ag contacts on the left
compared to inverted devices with PEDOT:PSS treated contacts on the right
4.3. Experimental
!

Inverted OPV devices were fabricated using five different contacts. All

devices start with a sol-gel processed ZnO electron collecting layer and a
P3HT:PCBM active layer on ITO coated glass. 100 nm silver films were
evaporated onto flexible PET substrates. Silver films were either treated with an
aqueous ammonium sulfide solution to produce silver sulfide, or a light oxygen
plasma to produce silver oxide. These substrates along with untreated silver
ones were then coated with an adhesive made from d-sorbitol:H20:Isopropanol
solution in a .05:1:0.8 weight ratio. The adhesive was wiped from the active area
of the device. The 1-inch square substrates were then laminated in a hot press
with 275 pounds of force at 130 °C for 5 minutes. Other controls were made by
laminating PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol coated silver electrodes, or evaporating silver
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directly onto the active layer without any interlayer. Work functions of the
electrodes were measured with a vibrating kelvin probe. J-V measurements are
taken under simulated solar conditions. Because of the high lateral conductivity
of the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol, all devices are apertured to 0.0514 cm2.

Figure 4.3.1. Various device structures used in the experiment.
laminated contacts while (E) has evaporated silver.

(A-D) have

4.4. Results
!

PV characteristics of different top contacts are shown in Fig. 4.4.1.

Devices made from AgxO contacts have higher Voc and fill factor than those from
AgxS. The relatively poor FF of the silver sulfide contact device compared to the
silver oxide one suggests that silver oxide is indeed responsible for OPV device
performance improvement over time. Reduced current in both devices is likely
due to the thin, insulating d-sorbitol layer at the lamination interface reducing the
active area. This explanation is reinforced by higher series resistance from
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devices with the d-sorbitol interlayer (Table 4.4.1.) The lateral sheet resistance of
the treated silver electrodes was identical to the untreated ones. Another
potential loss mechanism is the reduced back-reflection from the tarnished
contacts. Treated AgxO and AgxS contacts were slightly discolored and hazy in
appearance compared to the other electrodes used.

Figure 4.4.1. Comparison of different electrodes used.
All contacts are
laminated except for evaporated silver. Each device is aged 3 days before
measurement.
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Voc
Jsc
(mV) (mA/cm2)

FF
(%)

η
(%)

Rs
(Ω)

Evaporated Ag

494

9.06

49.7

2.22

50

AgxO

514

7.28

45.2

1.69

138

AgxS

451

7.46

31.6

1.06

920

PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol

511

8.89

56.9

2.59
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Back Electrode

Table 4.4.1. Peak performance characteristics of device contacts
!

One interesting result was unexpected. Laminated devices were made

from 3 different contacts: AgxO, and nominally pure Ag contacts that were either
aged or fresh. Nominally pure silver contacts were either made immediately
before fabrication, or 1 week before fabrication and stored in ambient air.
Devices from these 3 were indistinguishable from each other (Fig. 4.4.2.). In
addition, the laminated Ag contact devices did not age the way that evaporated
silver ones do. While evaporated Ag devices take a few days to reach their full
potential, laminated ones are as good as they will ever be upon fabrication. The
lamination process happens in ambient air, so all contacts are exposed to air
immediately before and during lamination. This suggests that the aging effect is
happening quickly on the surface of the Ag contact that will be laminated onto the
device.
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Figure 4.4.2. Old Ag, New Ag, and AgxO contacts are indistinguishable from
each other in laminated devices.
!

Work functions of the various electrodes are shown in Fig 4.4.3. The AgxO

electrode is 270 meV deeper than the PEDOT:d-sorbitol on Ag (which is reported
at 4.85 eV on glass [111]). The AgxS electrode is 170 meV shallower than
PEDOT:d-sorbitol. Pure Ag has a reported Wf of 4.5 eV. This is consistent with
the data observed here, but we found that Ag’s Wf changed quickly in air. Kelvin
probe measurements were carried out in air, showed that the work function
decreased by over 400 meV in 20 minutes. This is the opposite direction
measured by Lloyd et al. over the course of many days [55]. In order to find
agreement between the two, a longer term measurement was taken. Silver was
moved as quickly as possible from the evacuated evaporation chamber to the
measurement probe in air (5 min).
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Figure 4.4.3. Work functions of the electrodes used in this experiment relative to
the vibrating probe tip. Aluminum pre/post work functions are off the axis scale at
-701/-713 mV respectively.

Figure 4.4.4. The measured work function of Ag changes quickly upon exposure
to atmospheric air.
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4.5. Conclusions
!

Although the original intention of this work was to support the claim that

silver sulfide is responsible for device improvement in inverted OPV devices,
evidence found suggests the contrary. It is more likely that silver oxide is the
optimal silver compound for device performance when P3HT is the hole
producing polymer. It is possible that AgxS may still play a role, but only if the
presence of P3HT somehow alters the interface during the AgxS formation.
!

During the course of the experiment, it was discovered that Ag, specifically

its measured work function, changes very quickly in air. This measured work
function resets and repeats the same path if the sample is removed and remeasured. It is unlikely that the actual work function is behaving as the
measurement suggests, but the fact that this effect is only seen with fresh Ag
tells us that something about the system is changing in a way unique to fresh Ag.
Because of this rapid change, lamination with pure Ag is not practical in ambient
air, because it changes instantly and constantly for at least the first few hours.
Given the work function of pure silver, and behavior of evaporated devices pure
Ag lamination would not likely be preferable for high performance OPV in the first
place.
!

Laminated devices do not age to the same degree as evaporated ones.

This indicates that a small amount of surface oxidation on the silver electrode is
sufficient for the work function change necessary for optimal performance. The
hours long change mechanism noted above is likely accelerated to its conclusion
by the heating step during lamination. This suggests that the time scale for
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previously noted improvement in evaporated devices is limited by the diffusion
rate of oxygen reaching the Ag/BHJ interface. Although some improvement is
possible in laminated devices over the first few days (See chapter 2), this
improvement does not share the characteristics of that from evaporated Ag
electrodes, and is likely a different, less influential mechanism.
!

The specific mechanism of device improvement with the presence of

PEDOT:PSS is also questionable. PEDOT:PSS increases device voltage and fill
factor without the need for further aging, but it could be because it alters the Ag
contact in a way that makes it favorable for hole collection, or that the properties
of PEDOT:PSS itself dominate the interface. The latter is more likely given that
recent ellipsometry data shows that the mixed PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol films are ~
275 nm thick. Any electrical properties of the Ag electrode would be masked by
the large relative distance between the electrode and the active layer. It can be
concluded that in an inverted OPV with a PEDOT:PSS hole collection layer, the
purpose of the metal electrode is simply to shuttle current out of the device. The
work function and hole collection properties of the device are dominated by the
transport layer, and not the metal electrode.
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Chapter 5. Laminated Tandems
5.1. Introduction
!

One fundamental energy loss mechanism in all photovoltaics is the

thermalization of charges originating from absorption of photons with energies
higher than the band gap of the cell, while photons under the bandgap energy
are not absorbed. Another problem specific to organic photovoltaics is the
relatively low charge mobility in active layer materials. In some otherwise useful
light absorbing polymers, this low carrier mobility necessitates a thinner layer
than would be ideal for optimized optical absorption [74, 130]. Both of these
issues can be addressed in a tandem structure, in which two bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) active layers are stacked in series. The active layers can have
complimentary spectral absorption to maximize absorbed sunlight, and they can
be thinner than they would in a single junction cell, ameliorating recombination
related to thickness issues. An interconnect layer must be used between the two
active layers to allow charges to recombine and voltages to add between the two
subcells. In our inverted architecture, the ICL acts as a hole collector for the front
cell, and an electron collector for the back cell.
!

One challenge to tandem OPV fabrication is that of orthogonal solvents.

Since organic active layers are often soluble in the same solvents, care must be
taken to ensure that the solution coating of one layer does not dissolve any of the
layers beneath it. One remedy is to evaporate metal or metal oxide buffer layers
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to protect underlying organics [94-96]. Another option is to alter one or more of
the organic layers to be more chemically robust [97]. In this work, we deposit the
active layer of each subcell onto different substrates, which are then laminated
together. We use the same P3HT:ICBA bulk heterojunction for both junctions,
and choose to focus on the fabrication technique and ICL rather than use
complimentary absorbing donors.
!

The ICL used in this work is a bilayer of PEDOT:PSS and Zinc Oxide. Zinc

acetate (ZnAc) is used as a precursor to ZnO on the bottom glass/ITO substrate
in single junction cells [137]. ZnAc cannot be used as a precursor to ZnO in the
ICL or on flexible substrates because of the high temperature anneal necessary.
Diethylzinc in toluene, diluted with THF can be used [23, 138], but not over the
BHJ, as both P3HT and ICBA are soluble in toluene. The use of DEZ as the
electron collecting part of the interconnect layer requires using structure B from
Fig 5.2.1.. Zinc Oxide nanoparticles can also be used with relatively few solvent
limitations, and they seem to be popular in literature [82, 139-141]. We were
unsuccessful in depositing ZnO NPs onto a BHJ in either a single junction or
tandem configuration, so we were limited to DEZ and structure B for fabrication
of laminated tandems.
!

Subcells of the tandem are connected in series. In a series circuit the

voltage is the sum of the two subcells’ voltages, but due to conservation of
charge, both must have the same current. Computational modeling plays an
important role in determining optimal layer thicknesses in the device [88][92]. In
this work, we model the optical field in the device and study the current’s
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dependance on active layer thickness in single junction devices in order to match
modeled current values with measured ones. We apply the same method
developed with single junction devices to tandems in order to maximize current in
the tandem device.
!

An earlier developed lamination technique [116] is used to fabricate

tandem devices. Due to the complicated nature of spin-coating the multiple
materials in a tandem stack, this work uses lamination as a method to simplify
the process. One subcell is constructed on each substrate, and the ICL is
deposited onto the glass substrate before the cells are laminated together. (See
Fig 5.2.1.B) This “outside in” construction will allow more flexibility with solvents
and processing conditions than the traditional “bottom-up” approach.

5.2. Experimental
!

All devices use inverted geometry. Devices were fabricated similarly as in

previous work[116]. The flexible substrate has switched from polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) to polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), due to the availability of
superficially smooth PEN. The active layer is now PV2000. PV2000 is a premixed P3HT:ICBA ink in dichlorobenzene available from Plextronics [142]. Using
ICBA as the acceptor increases the open circuit voltage of the cell significantly
with a relatively small drop in current [42]. In our laminated inverted single
junction cells efficiency increases from 3.19% to 3.56% when switching from
optimized P3HT:PCBM to P3HT:ICBA (Table 5.2.1.).
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BHJ

Voc(mV)

Jsc (mA/cm2)

FF (%)

η (%)

Rs (Ω)

P3HT:PCBM

549

10.39

56

3.19

37

P3HT:ICBA

777

7.56

60.6

3.56
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Table 5.2.1. Performance characteristics of P3HT:PCBM and P3HT:ICBA single
junction cells.
!

All devices start with ZnO deposition onto patterned ITO. The ZnO is

deposited form a Zinc Acetate sol-gel solution as in [137]. For single junction
devices, the active layer is spun at 650 RPM for 120 seconds to yield a layer that
is 180 nm thick and annealed at 170 ℃ for 30 minutes. A flexible PEN substrate
with evaporated Ag electrodes is coated with a PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol adhesion
and hole transport layer. The two substrates are laminated at 130 ℃ for 5
minutes. (Fig. 5.2.1.A)
!

Because ZnO crystalizes out of solution in the DEZ precursor method, the

substrate upon which the DEZ is deposited becomes important. Identical single
junction devices are made (ICL C and ICL D) that functionally differ only in the
substrate for ZnO formation. The location of the d-sorbitol adhesive also
changes, but this is inconsequential to device performance. With ICL C, the ZnO
is grown from DEZ over an organic PEDOT:PSS layer. In ICL D, the ZnO is
grown over an evaporated silver film (Fig 5.2.1.C, D)
!

Tandem cells start with a bottom substrate identical to previously

mentioned single junction cells. On top of this, an ICL is deposited. The bottom
substrate is: glass/ITO/ZnO from ZnAc/120-160nm BHJ/pH7 PEDOT:PSS/ZnO/d75

sorbitol. The top flexible substrate is PEN/Ag/ 4083 PEDOT:PSS/180 nm BHJ.
(Fig 5.2.1.B) Due to heating limitations of the flexible substrate, the top BHJ is
annealed at 130 ℃ for 30 minutes instead of the 170 ℃ of the BHJ on the glass
substrate. This minimally alters the performance of the layer (Fig. 5.3.1.).
Neutral pH PEDOT:PSS purchased from sigma aldrich and used for the ICL
because other forms of PEDOT:PSS are acidic (pH = 1.2 - 2.8 [143]). Acidic
PEDOT:PSS will etch or destroy ZnO (See Fig. A in Appendix A). Since
PEDOT:PSS in the ICL must be deposited onto the active layer, so the surfactant
dynol-604 is added (0.2%) to promote wetting [79].
!

The ZnO used in the ICL is either formed with the DEZ precursor or with

ZnO nanoparticles synthesized as in [144] and dissolved in chloroform. The DEZ
precursor is made by mixing .33 M DEZ in toluene with THF in a 1:2 ratio to get .
11M DEZ in toluene:THF. This is done in an inert glovebox and then taken into
ambient air for deposition at 2000 RPM for 1 minute and annealing at 115 ℃ for
10 minutes. The PEDOT:PSS layer is effective in protecting the active layer from
the toluene in the DEZ solution and the chloroform of the ZnO nanoparticle
suspension.
!

The d-sorbitol adhesive layer is made from a 10% solution of d-sorbitol in

water, which is then diluted 1:10 with isopropanol. This is spun once at 2000
RPM to yield a layer that is ~50 nm thick. Devices are laminated using the same
procedure as for single junction devices.
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!

Current-voltage (J-V) curves are measured on an AM 1.5G solar simulator

with a Xenon lamp calibrated to one sun intensity. The device area of 0.11 cm2
defined by the electrode geometry is inaccurate because of the high conductivity
of the pH neutral PEDOT:PSS layer, so an aperture was used to define a device
area of 0.0517 cm2 [109, 110]. Active layer thicknesses are determined using a
stylus profilometer and compared using UV-Vis spectroscopy.

Figure 5.2.1. Structure and ordering of layers in devices made in this work.
(A) Standard inverted single junction. (B) Tandem Structure. (C) Single junction
cell with an ICL with DEZ grown on PEDOT. (D) Single junction cell with an ICL
with DEZ grown on top of Ag. Note that structures C and D are identical except
for the layer that ZnO is grown on top of, and the location of the d-sorbitol
adhesive layer. The blank spaces indicate where the devices were laminated.
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5.3. Results and Discussion
!

Single junction cells annealed at 130 ℃ show only mildly degraded

performance compared to those annealed at 170 ℃ (Fig 5.3.1.). We conclude
that reduced annealing temperature does not significantly affect performance of
the rear subcell in the tandem device.
!

Growing the ZnO layer over PEDOT:PSS causes a significant decrease in

all PV properties (Voc, Jsc, and Fill Factor). The proposed reason behind this
difference is that when the ZnO is grown over PEDOT:PSS, it crystalizes
irregularly. Voids form between the PEDOT:PSS and ZnO layers. These voids
inhibit current collection by decreasing the active area of the device, and
decrease voltage by increasing space charge at the ZnO/PEDOT interface.
Growing the ZnO on Ag produces better performing devices. Although not
possible in a tandem structure, this demonstrates one reason for nonoptimal
performance of ZnO from the DEZ precursor in the ICL of the tandem.
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Figure 5.3.1. JV curves for single junction cells. ICL structures C and D both
use active layers annealed at 170 ℃. ICL performance is dependent on whether
ZnO is formed on top of a Ag, or PEDOT:PSS. See table 5.3.1. for numerical
values.
!

Zinc oxide nanoparticles are examined using photoluminescence (PL)

measurements. A broad emission peak centered at 580 nm emerges when ZnO
NPs are excited at energies higher than the band gap (Fig 5.3.2.A). 580 nm light
corresponds to an emitted photon energy of 2.13 eV. Since we know the ZnO is
highly n-doped, we assume that the photoluminescence comes from a defect
state near the conduction band of ZnO that is ~2.1 eV above the valence band
[145] . This mid-gap defect state ~0.8 eV below the conduction band in the ZnO
NPs acts as a trap for electrons and degrades the voltage of the cell (Fig
5.3.2.B).
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Figure 5.3.2. (A) Photoluminescence of ZnO NPs and ZnO formed from DEZ.
Films are pumped at 330 and 350 nm. A broad emission peak at 570 nm is
indicative of defect states prominent in nanoparticle ZnO and less so in than that
formed from DEZ. (B) Band structure of ZnO NPs showing the location and
approximate width of the defect state.
!

In order to determine optimal thickness and predict values for the matched

current in the subcells of the tandem, the following procedure is utilized: Using a
program based on the optical transfer matrix method [98], current is calculated as
a function of thickness for single junction inverted cells. The program is purely
optical. It assumes 100% EQE; meaning that every photon absorbed in the
active layer produces an electron that is collected and used. In order to scale the
calculation to account for non-unity EQE, a series of single junction cells with
varying thickness are constructed. The short circuit currents of these cells are
plotted on the same axes as the calculated currents, and a scalar is multiplied by
the calculated current curve to align it with the data points. In this work, the
scalar is 0.46. The new adjusted current curve can now be used to estimate Jsc
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in an actual device as a function of thickness. Results are shown in Fig 5.3.3.
Note that above ~200 nm, the model is no longer applicable because currents
become limited by recombination rather than absorption near this thickness. The
same scalar obtained from the single junction calculation is then used in a double
junction one where making an array of device thickness is impractical. The
results are shown in Fig 5.3.4 Keeping in mind the ~200nm upper limit for BHJ
thickness, the optimal current is ~4 mA/cm2. This optimal current is calculated
for a tandem in which the front cell is 120 nm thick and the back cell is 180 nm
thick.

Figure 5.3.3.
Green: Calculated Jsc vs. Active layer thickness via optical
absorption modeling with 100% external quantum efficiency. Blue crosses:
Actual Jsc data from various active layer thicknesses. The point at 220 nm shows
the breakdown of the model with thicker layers due to mobility / charge
recombination effects. Purple: The green curve is multiplied by a scalar to fit
actual data.
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Figure 5.3.4. Predicted short circuit currents from various front and back cell
active layer thicknesses in a tandem junction device.
!

Since the current of the back cell is limited by recombination rather than

absorption, the maximum single junction thickness of 180 nm is used while the
front cell thickness is varied. J-V of tandem devices with different ICL ZnO and
front cell thicknesses are shown and compared to single junction subcells in
Figure 5.3.5. Single junction cells have higher currents due to the benefit of back
reflection and lack of absorption from other BHJ layers. Tandems with DEZ
based ZnO in the ICL have a Voc of 1.2 V if a thicker front cell is used. Tandems
with ~ 50 nm ZnO NPs in the ICL have increased FF, Jsc, and η, but Voc
decreases toward that of single junction cells. A thinner (~ 25 nm, possibly
discontinuous) ZnO NP layer in the ICL results in devices with increased Voc, but
at the cost of decreased FF. The Jsc of cells with ZnO NPs in the ICL is the
maximum we expect from the optical modeling procedure mentioned earlier.
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Figure 5.3.5. J-V curves of tandem devices with different BHJ thicknesses and
ZnO composed ICL layers compared to single junction devices

Device

Voc
(mV)

Jsc
(mA/cm2)

FF
(%)

η
(%)

Rs/Rp
(Ω)

Single Junction 180 nm BHJ

777

7.56

60.6

3.56

75/20k

Single Junction 125 nm BHJ

809

5.69

59.8

2.75

80/50k

Active Layer anneal 130 °C

739

7.60

54.1

3.04

140/2k

ICL C

533

4.00

33.9

0.72

1k/6k

ICL D

741

5.75

36.6

1.56

1.7k/30k

Tandem DEZ 180/160 nm

1187

2.93

39.3

1.37

1.2k/25k

Tandem DEZ 180/125

1057

3.41

41

1.48

1.8k/16k

Tandem ZnONPs 180/125

771

4.25

50.5

1.65

310/14k

Tandem ZnONPs (thin) 180/125

998

460

37.1

1.50

1k/31k

Table 5.3.1. Performance characteristics of devices explored in this work
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5.4. Conclusions
!

The goal of tandem OPV is to optimize the current of the cell while

obtaining the sum of the voltage of the two subcells with maximal fill factor. In
tandems with complementary absorbers, current is maximized by designing each
subcell to absorb a different portion of the solar spectrum. Ideally, each subcell
operates with the same current in the tandem as it would in a single junction cell.
In single junction P3HT based OPV over 90% of incident light within the spectral
range of the cell is absorbed. As a result, in a tandem structure with P3HT in
front and back cells, absorption will be split between the two subcells, given that
they both absorb the same portion of the spectrum. Conservation of energy
states that unless charge extraction improves, the efficiency of the optimized
tandem (with identical absorbers) should be equal to the optimized efficiency of
the single junction device. One modification to this statement is that thinner
active layers tend to produce devices with slightly higher fill factor and Voc.
Another benefit to tandem structures is reduced resistive losses in a cell with
higher voltage and lower current, which will favor devices structures with higher
voltages and lower currents. In this study, the optimal thickness of the back
subcell is equal to that of the optimized single junction cell.
!

Since the same active layer is used for both junctions, the goal of this work

is to double the voltage of the tandem and half the current compared to a single
junction cell, while retaining the fill factor of the single junction one. The authors
are able to achieve almost double the voltage (1.2 V as opposed to 1.5 V), and
we were able to achieve maximum possible currents with 50% FF. Unfortunately,
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this did not occur in the same device. The zinc oxide used in the interconnect is
the limiting layer in each of the tandem cells made. When ZnO NPs are used in
the ICL, the voltage is limited by unfavorable energetics from the trap state
mentioned in earlier and shown in Fig 5.3.2.. If DEZ is used as a precursor to
ZnO, current and FF are limited when it is grown over PEDOT:PSS as
mentioned earlier and shown in Figs 5.2.1.C/D and 5.3.1. We propose that this
is the result of void formation at the ZnO/PEDOT:PSS interface. It could also be
due to improper or incomplete precursor conversion, or buildup of organic
‘leftovers’ after conversion at the organic interface.
!

Given the relatively large variety of single junction cells that can be made

with the lamination process, we propose that the lamination process does not
limit the performance of the tandem. Poor tandem performance is a result of
either poor ZnO formation or unfavorable energetics, depending on the system
used. If this issue were resolved, it is quite likely that lamination can be shown
as a valid pathway for fabrication of tandem OPV. One benefit of the lamination
procedure is that it provides access to the lamination interface for modifying
layers. Because of this flexibility afforded by the process, self assembled
monolayers [146, 147] or dopants [60] could be inserted into either side of the
lamination interface to tune the properties of the ICL, and to affect its interaction
with adjacent absorbing layers.
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Chapter 6. Adhesion at the Laminated Interface
6.1. Introduction
!

This work investigates the mechanism of adhesion between the laminated

surfaces of an OPV device. Laminated substrates are mechanically separated
while the force is measured. Order of magnitude calculations and estimates of
the different possible force mechanisms are calculated and compared to
experimental values. The goal is to determine which forces are responsible for
adhesion in laminated OPV devices, and to which extent the calculated values of
these forces match real world values, thus validating the physical mechanism for
the adhesion force. We focus on the interface between the P3HT:ICBA bulk
heterojunction and the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol adhesion layer.

d-sorbitol

P3HT

PCBM

ICBA

Figure 6.1.1. Chemical structures of P3HT, ICBA, PCBM, and d-sorbtiol
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6.2. Background Information
6.2.1. Lamination Interface Background
!

Although many different lamination structures have been attempted in

previous work, the ones that work most consistently are shown below in figure
6.2.1.1. All of the devices shown have d-sorbitol present at the lamination
interface. Devices without d-sorbitol were also constructed in previous work, but
these devices either performed poorly, or had very low yields due to frequent
delamination during fabrication. This is consistent with the initial use of d-sorbitol
as an adhesive. Although d-sorbitol is mixed with PEDOT:PSS in a 10% by mass
ratio, this is while the PEDOT:PSS is still aqueous. Aqueous PEDOT:PSS is
1%-1.7% solid content (pH neutral is 1.1% solids, 4083 is 1.3-1.7%). A dried
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol film is between 87% and 95% d-sorbitol by weight. This is
intriguing given that once annealed, PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol films are much
thicker and much more conductive than the same films without d-sorbitol [111].
!

The best performing laminated devices are made by laminating a

predominantly d-sorbitol layer to an organic bulk heterojunction. Although
complete devices can delaminate at the metal/PEN and metal/PEDOT:PSS
interfaces, they most frequently come apart at the PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol/BHJ
interface. This is in comparison to evaporated contact devices, which always
delaminate in the bulk heterojunction [148]. This work will focus on adhesion at
the lamination interface between (predominantly) d-sorbitol and the BHJ. In
addition to being the most frequent delamination point, it is the only interface that
is unique to the lamination procedure compared to spin coated and evaporated
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devices. The bulk heterojunction (BHJ) used in previous work is either
P3HT:PCBM or P3HT:ICBA, in ratios optimized for PV performance (generally
close to 1:1).

PEN
Ag

PEN
Ag

ZnO (DEZ)

PET

Sorbitol in H20:IPA

Ag
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol
d-sorbitol

Sorbitol in H20:IPA

ZnO (DEZ)

PET
d-sorbitol

AgxO

Neutral PEDOT:PSS:dynol 604

Neutral PEDOT:PSS:dynol 604

ZnO (ZnAc)
ZnO

ITO

ZnO

Glass

ZnO (ZnAc)

ITO
Glass

ITO
Glass

ITO
Glass

PEN
Ag
PEDOT:PSS (4083)

Flexible substrate

Flexible substrate
Ag

Flexible substrate

Ag Nanowires
d-sorbitol:(PEDOT:PSS?)

PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol

Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes
d-sorbitol:(PEDOT:PSS?)

Sorbitol in H20:IPA
ZnO
Neutral PEDOT:PSS:dynol 604

ZnO

ITO
Glass

ZnO

ZnO (ZnAc)

ZnO

ITO

ITO

Glass

ITO
Glass

Glass

Figure 6.2.1.1. Lamination structures used in this dissertation which produce
efficient PV devices
6.2.2. Dipole - Dipole Bonding
!

Permanent dipole - permanent dipole bonding is an electrostatic

interaction between two dipoles. The dipole moment of a molecule is caused by
a partial charge on one side. In a polar covalent bond, one atom is more
electronegative than the other, and the wave function of shared electron between
the two shifts toward the more electronegative atom. This induces a dipole
moment for each bond that points toward the electron deficient atom. Dipoles
are attracted via standard electrostatic interaction, in which the energy is given
by:

W=

 ∧  ∧
1  
[
p
i
p
−
3(
p1 i r )( p 2 i r)] !
4πε r 3 1 2

!
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!

!

!

(Eq. 6.2.2.1)

where p1 and p2 are the dipole moments, and r is the separation between them.
If the two interacting dipole moments are and parallel, this reduces to:

W=

− p1 p2
!!
2πε r 3

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

(Eq. 6.2.2.2)

!

(Eq. 6.2.2.3)

Differentiating with respect to distance (F = -dU/dr) gives:

F(r) =

−3p1 p2
!
2πε r 4

!

!

!

!

!

!

This is an attractive force with a 1/r4 dependance. Note that this is for two point
dipoles, and that the geometry used later will be for two infinite planes.
!

Hydrogen bonding is a special case of dipole - diplole attraction. Since

hydrogen only has one electron, the shift allows a particularly close distance
between the hydrogen and the neighboring electronegative atom in the adjacent
molecule. Because of the small size of hydrogen relative to other atoms and
molecules, the resulting charge, though only partial, represents a large charge
density. A hydrogen bond results when this strong positive charge density
attracts a lone pair of electrons on another atom, which becomes the hydrogenbond acceptor. See Fig. 6.2.2.1 for a graphical representation of hydrogen
bonding between water molecules.
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Figure 6.2.2.1. Hydrogen bonding between water molecules is a result of the
dipole induced by the more electronegative oxygen atom shifting the electron
cloud away from the hydrogen atoms

6.2.3. Van der Waals interactions
!

Van der Waals interactions are generally attractive interactions due to

induced or permanent dipoles. The 3 main categories in decreasing order of
magnitude are permanent dipole - permanent dipole (Keesom force), permanent
dipole - induced dipole (Debye force), and induced dipole - induced dipole
(London dispersion force). Keesom force (discussed in 6.2.1.) requires that both
sides of he interface have permanent dipoles. Debye force is caused by the
permanent dipole inducing a shift in the electron cloud of an adjacent molecule,
thus creating a dipole in an otherwise nonpolar molecule. London disperson
forces are caused by While PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol side likely has dipoles from
adsorbed water, it is unlikely that there are strong permanent dipoles on the
P3HT chain, which will be discussed later. This means that most of the adhesion
force will come from Debye and London dispersion forces between the two
interfaces.
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6.3. Macroscopic Delamination Force Measurement
!

In order to isolate the studied interface, only the bulk heterojunction and

PEDOT:PSS layers are spin coated on opposing substrates. The BHJ used in
this work is PV2000: a pre-mixed P3HT:ICBA solution. The substrates are
laminated using same procedure as with previously demonstrated devices.
Force values are obtained by gluing a 1 cm2 force probe to the back PEN side of
a laminated substrate. The two sides are pulled apart with increasing force until
effectively instant delamination occurs. The time resolution on the force probe is
such that delamination appears to happen instantaneously. Forces were
recorded 5 times each for lamination of PEDOT:PSS with and without d-sorbitol
onto a P3HT:ICBA BHJ.

Figure 6.3.1. Cartoon of delamination apparatus.

Figure 6.3.2. Representative Force vs. Time curves for delamination tests.
Force was increased until instantaneous delamination occurred.
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Stack

Delamination Force

PEN/PEDOT:PSS/ /BHJ/Glass

16.7 ± 5.7 N

PEN/PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol/ /BHJ/Glass

18.9 ± 6.8 N

Table 6.3.1. Delamination force statistics for 10 devices of area 1 cm2. The
double slash marks (/ /) indicate the lamination interface
!

A note on relating adhesion force to delamination force: In order for

delamination to occur, the entire interface does not need to fail at the same time.
Delamination can begin at an isolated point on the interface with a very small
area (thus high Force per area), and then propagate across the entire substrate.
For a comparison, one can look to defect propagation in crystals. The physical
system here is obviously different than a limited number of defects in an
otherwise perfect, covalently bonded crystal, but there are similarities. In order
for forced delamination to occur, separation can begin at a weak point on the
interface. The interface is not likely to be homogeneous on the microscopic
level, and small inconsistencies in either bonding interface may allow greatly
reduced area, and thus increased negative pressures leading to with
delamination. When compared to defect propagation in crystals, this may
change the delamination force compared to the adhesion force from 1-3 orders of
magnitude [149].
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6.4. Bonding Mechanisms between Lamination Interfaces
!

Performing lamination in air brings together the solid(s) at the lower

interface, the solid(s) at the upper interface, and any contaminants or adsorbed
surface species. Given the chemical structures of the materials involved, it is
unlikely that any charges are being transferred or covalently shared between the
two interfaces upon initial lamination. In decreasing order of bond strength, it is
most likely that the interfaces are held together by dipole-dipole hydrogen
bonding, dipole-induced dipole van der Waals interaction (Debye force), and
induced dipole induced dipole van der Waals force (London dispersion force).
Within the solid, semiconducting polymers are predominantly held together by
van der Waals interactions [150, 151]. When evaporated devices are pulled
apart, failure always occurs within the P3HT:Fullerene layer, although Indene
based fullerenes increase cohesion strength by an order of magnitude [148].
!

Keesom force is the strongest of the van der Waals forces, however in this

work, its strength is limited by the relatively small differences in electronegativity
between carbon and sulfur, and between carbon and hydrogen (Table 6.4.3.1).
Lamination is performed in ambient air, so water is readily available for
adsorption onto either surface, specifically the polar hydroxyl groups of the dsorbitol, and whichever face of the P3HT molecule is shown at the interface.
!

The Debye force is between the adsorbed water on the PEDOT:PSS:d-

sorbitol surface and the nonpolar portions of the P3HT surface, while London
dispersion force can act on the remaining nonpolar groups of each interface.
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!

D-sorbitol has both hydroxyl groups to participate in hydrogen bonding

with ambient water, and a hydrocarbon backbone to participate in Van der Waals
interactions. Its ability to form both types of bonds, as well as its relatively high
density of bonding sites (compared to PEDOT:PSS or P3HT) suggests why it is
useful as an adhesive in this system. Because of d-sorbitol’s high relative
bonding density and ability to form both hydrogen and Debye bonds, the BHJ
layer is assumed as the limiting material in forming bonds between the two
interfaces.

6.4.1. P3HT Packing and Surface Density
!

P3HT has been shown to form lamellar structures [43, 152, 153] (Figure

6.3.1). Using the chain structure, along with separation distance between
lamellae in both the y and z directions allows for estimation of the number density
of available bond sites for either permanent or induced dipole bonding.
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Figure 6.4.1.1. Lamellar stacking structure of P3HT. The structure shown here
is illustrative, and is not the computed ground state structure.
!

To begin the 2-D density calculation, we define the unit cell as a simple

orthorhombic with one monomer at each corner. As in Fig. 6.4.1., the x-direction
is parallel to the hexyl side groups, the y-direction is along the conjugated chain,
and the z-direction is the closest stacking direction between lamellae. In the xvector of the unit cell has length 1.7 nm, the y-vector is 0.39 nm, and the z-vector
is 0.37 nm [43, 152, 153]. From these lengths, one can calculate the surface
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area of each face of the orthorhombic crystal, and the surface density of atoms at
the lamination interface.
Face

Exposed Atoms

Area
(nm2)

σ
(Faces/cm2)

x-y
(flat lamella)

1 Thiophene Ring, 1 Hexyl tail

0.64

1.6x1014

x-z
(chain end)

1 Thiophene side (Carbon),
1/2 Hexyl tail

0.63

1.6x1014

y-z
(hexyl tail end)

1/2 Hydrocarbon group

0.14

7.1x1014

Table 6.4.1.1. Properties of the simple orthorhombic unit cell of a P3HT crystal.
There is one monomer per unit cell, but due to the regioregularity of the P3HT
chain, only every other hexyl tail end exposes atoms for bonding to the interface.

6.4.2. Minimum Separation Distance
!

The adhesion forces explored in this work are highly dependent on the

minimum separation distance between the two sides of the lamination interface.
While explicit measurement is difficult to perform here, we will form a range of
estimates from other known quantities. Hydrogen bonded liquid water molecules
are about 2 Å apart [154], so 2 Å will be used as a lower limit for separation. The
pi-stacking distance of crystalline phase P3HT is 4 Å, and the diameter of a C60
fullerene is ~7 Å [155], so 5 Å will be used as a distance for a likely intermediate
separation. Note that the pi-stacking direction is the “good” direction for
conductivity in P3HT films. The hexyl tail length, or “bad” conductivity direction of
stacked P3HT is 17 Å, so we will use 20 Å as an upper limit for separation that
will still allow the possibility of charge transfer between the two surfaces.
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6.4.3. Keesom Force Calculation
!

At the laminated interface, the first dipole moment in the adhesion

equations (Eqs. 6.2.2.2. & 6.2.2.3.) is that of the water molecule, but the second
is dictated by the polarization of the other covalent bond participating in the
hydrogen bond. In this work, that is either between the sulfur and carbon atoms
of the thiophene ring. The polarity of a covalent bond is directly related to the
difference in electronegativity of the two elements, the Pauling electronegativity
scale [156] is used here to compare the relative polarity of the bonds in question
with that of water.
Hydrogen
(2.20 eV)
Hydrogen

Carbon
(2.55 eV)

Sulfur
(2.58 eV)

0.35

0.38

1.24

0.03

0.89

Carbon
Sulfur

Oxygen
(3.44 eV)

0.86

Table 6.4.3.1. The Pauling electronegativity of relevant elements showing the
polar component of each bond studied here. Electronegativity of each element is
shown in the column headings. Dipole strength is related to the difference in
electronegativity between two covalently bonded atoms.
!

From table 6.4.3.1., we infer that a carbon-hydrogen bond in the hexyl tail

of a P3HT monomer will have a permanent dipole. This dipole will be cancelled
by one pointing in the opposite direction of the other side of the carbon chain.
Sulfur is slightly more electronegative than carbon, but the difference is over an
order of magnitude smaller than that between hydrogen and oxygen in water.
!

Hydrogen bonds in liquid water have a strength on the order of 1 kCal

(4200 J)/Mol [157]. The hydrogen bond strength between water adsorbed onto a
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solid and sulfur is likely weaker, but that will be discussed later. An upper limit on
bond force can be estimated by the following calculation:

Fmax / Area =
!

1 W σ N Bond
!
2
DN A

!

!

!

!

(Eq. 6.4.3.1.)

Equation 6.4.2.1 arises from altering the definition of work over sufficiently

short distances (W = F⋅d) to this system. W is the energy of the bond (in J/Mol),
and σ is the surface density of bonding cites (in this case, the number of unit
cells per area from Table 6.4.1.1). NBond is the number of bonding sites per cell
(1 for the x-y face). D is the characteristic distance over which the bond acts. As
a first order approximation, we assume that the distance over which the bond
acts is equal to the initial separation of the atoms in the bond. NA is Avogadro’s
number.
!

The 1/2 factor in equation 6.4.3.1 comes from the 1:1 ratio of

P3HT:Fullerene in the bulk heterojunction; ICBA is nonpolar. This is a simplistic
approximation, as a P3HT:PCBM is known to have a thin skin layer of P3HT rich
composition near the top of an air dried film. Upon annealing while in contact
with PEDOT:PSS, it is likely that fullerene is attracted to the interface [49].
!

Using the minimum reasonable value of 2 Å for D, and upper limit on

hydrogen bonding of Fmax (2 Å) = 1680 N/cm2.
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This upper limit assumes the following:
1. Delamination force is parallel to the displacement.
2. Force as a function of separation can be approximated as linear over a
sufficiently short distance.
3. The strength and characteristic distance of the hydrogen bonds are the same
in this system as they are for water.

!

Assumptions 1-2 should be either valid or good approximations.

Assumption 3 is untrue due to the nature of the polar bonds available to
participate in Keesom force bonding. First we consider number surface density
of the bonds: If the x-y face is at the interface, one polar bond between the
carbon and sulfur in the thiophene ring (0.03 eV difference) is available for
hydrogen bonding. THe polarity of this bond is small compared to the 1.24 eV
difference in electronegativity between the hydrogen and oxygen in water
molecules. We will assume that the permanent dipole bonds at the lamination
interface have 1/10 of the energy as hydrogen bonds between water molecules,
due to the lower polarity of the bonds in P3HT. X-ray diffraction data suggests
that in the bulk, face y-z, not face x-z, is predominantly facing the surface of the
substrate [49, 152, 153], so it is not likely that the maximum number of bond sites
is available at the interface. If crystal orientation were completely random, 1/3 of
the faces (x-y) would have Nbond = 1, while the other two faces only show
hydrocarbons or chain ends on their surface, so there are no polar bonds to
participate in permanent dipole interactions. We average these values and
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estimate an effective Nbond = 1/3. Fmax also assumes that every available site on
the P3HT interface will form a Keesom bond. This is not likely the case. Actual
bond density will lower Fmax, but by an unknown extent.
!

Since the adhesion surfaces are both solid, it is unlikely that the bonding

surfaces will be as intimate as water molecules in liquid water. This increased
separation would decrease both the surface energy of the bond, and increase the
characteristic distance over which the bond strength is significant.
If we make the following corrections:
•Estimate Keesom bond energies as 1/10 of hydrogen bond energy in water
•Estimate Nbond = 1/3
Then maximum force becomes a more likely estimated force (Fest).
This Fest (2 Å)= 56 N/cm2
!

If we increase the initial separation from 2 Å to 5 Å, and approximate that

surface energy is inversely proportional to initial separation (W∝1/D), and
increase D from 2 Å to 5 Å: Fest (5 Å)= 9 N/cm2
!

Further increasing D to 20 Å and decreasing, and decreasing W by a

factor of 5/20 gives a minimum force Fmin (20 Å) = 0.6 N/cm2.
!

Surface energy can be calculated by combining the bond energy (4200 J/

Mol for water, est. 420 J/Mol for water - thiophene sulfur) with the number density
of atoms on the surface, approximated as 5X1014/cm2. For increased separation
distance, we assume again that W is proportional to 1/D. Calculated surface
energy for hydrogen bonds to water and Keesom bonds to thiophene sulfur are
shown in table 6.4.3.2..
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D
(Å)

W(D) if H20 - H20
(mJ/m2)

W(D) if H20 - S
(mJ/m2)

2

35

3.5

5

12

1.2

20

3.5

0.35

Table 6.4.3.2. Estimated surface energy of hydrogen bonds between water
molecules and permanent dipole bonds between water molecules and sulfur on
the thiophene ring for different separation distances
!

A note on units: In this work, energies are given as mJ/m2, while pressure

is stated as force per area in N/cm2. This is to ease the correlation of calculated
values of force with measured values of delamination force on a 1 cm2 substrate.

6.4.4. Debye and London Dispersion Force Calculation
!

While Keesom bonding is the strongest available force for adhesion, it is

not the only one. Induced dipole-induced dipole and dipole-induced dipole Van
der Waals forces are also available to hold the interface together. The equation
governing the surface energy per area due to the remaining van der Waals
interaction for 2 planes is given by [158]:

W = −A / 12π D 2 Per unit area ! !

!

!

!

!

(Eq. 6.4.4.1.)

Where D is the separation between the planes, and A is the Hamaker constant in
units of Joules:

A = π 2C ρ1ρ2 !

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

(Eq. 6.4.4.2.)

Where ρ is the number density of each material per volume, and C is the
dispersion constant for the pair (in J/m6). The Hamaker constant for
hydrocarbons is 5x10-20 J and for water is 1.5x10-19 J [158]. Typical values for
the Hamaker constants of condensed phases, whether solid or liquid, are about
10-19 J. This arises because the coefficient C in the interatomic pair potential is
roughly proportional to the square of the polarizabilty , which is in turn roughly
proportional to the volume of an atom. Larger atoms are more polarizable, but
less densely packed. This does not apply strictly to the P3HT system because
the packing of the hexyl tails is limited in part by the conjugated backbone of the
molecule. Similarly, the availability of carbon atoms at the surface of a fullerene
crystal is limited by the packing of the fullerene molecules. This should decrease
the value of A by an order of magnitude or less. If we choose A = 5x10-21J, we
get the following range of values for W and F = dW/dD :
D (Å)

W/A (mJ/m2)

F/A (N/cm2)

2

3.29

3320

5

0.53

212

10

0.13

26.5

20

0.033

3.31

Table 6.4.4.1. Representative surface energies and forces of induced van der
Waals interactions at various separation distances.
!

Changing the separation by a factor of 10 changes the calculated Van der

Waals force by 3 orders of magnitude. Although it is not plausible to know the
average separation between the atoms in the laminated film, a safe estimate
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would be between 2 Å and 10 Å. The 10 Å data point is included because it
compares well to measured values.

6.5. Adhesion Force from Surface Tension and Contact Angles
!

One way to estimate surface (bond) energy between a solid and a liquid is

to use contact angle measurement. This does not give any information to the
molecular origin of the force, but it is on additional way to estimate the force
between the 2 interfaces.
!

In contact angle measurement, a liquid is dropped onto a solid substrate,

and the angle where the droplet contacts the surface is measured. The YoungDupré equation relates the surface tension of the liquid (γ), the contact angle (θ),
and the adhesion energy per area (ΔW).

ΔWsl = γ l (1 + cosθ sl ) !

!

!

!

!

!

!

(Eq. 6.5.1)

For this study, DI water, and a 10% sorbitol solution were dropped onto a

P3HT:ICBA (1:1) substrate and contact angles were measured. The surface
tension of water at 25 ˚C is 72 mJ/Mol [159]. Adding sucrose or glucose to water
increases its surface tension by less than 5% [160]. We assume that d-sorbitol
increases the surface tension of water to the same extent as sucrose or glucose.
!

DI water on the BHJ gives an angle of 106˚. The contact angle of 10 % d-

sorbitol in water on BHJ is 102˚. Given the increase in surface tension with the
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addition of the d-sorbitol, the contact angle should increase with the addition of
the d-sorbitol if the surface energy were unchanged. The decrease in contact
angle along with the increased surface tension shows an increase in surface
energy from 52.2 to 57.4 mJ/m2. This is very large compared to previously
calculated values and measured values. The number of bonding sites for dsorbitol with adsorbed water will be greatly reduced compared to that of pure
liquid water, but a surface density calculation for d-sorbitol films is beyond the
scope of this work.

6.6. Conclusions
!

Delamination force is not significantly dependent on the presence of d-

sorbitol. This contrasts with our experience that devices without d-sorbitol at the
adhesion interface are much more likely to delaminate during fabrication.
Delamination in this case occurs when the plates of the hot press are pulled
apart. This delamination can be avoided with the use of a PFTE release film.
Without d-sorbitol, another problem arises in that there is no initial adhesion or
“tackiness” of the two substrates. The top flexible substrate is free to slide
around over the bottom one, and improper alignment makes the device
inoperable. For this work, complete devices were not necessary, so alignment
was not important. The point remains that devices with d-sorbitol at the
lamination interface are more physically robust at the time of fabrication than
those without, while after fabrication, there is no apparent difference between the
two. We conclude that the mechanism of initial “thumb pressure” adhesion is not
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the same as the final cooled pressed device. The difference between the two
may involve the heat during the 130 ˚C lamination changing the properties of the
PEDOT or BHJ films, or moisture in the PEDOT:PSS film that is driven off during
this step. There may also be something about the d-sorbitol that helps initial
adhesion because it acts weakly, but over a larger distance than the final device,
which may have closer separation distances after the 250 pounds (1100 N) of
force are applied during the lamination.
!

Three different types of van der Waals adhesion mechanisms are

proposed, permanent dipole - permanent dipole Keesom force bonding, and the
remaining combined van der Waals (Debye and London dispersion) forces.
Order of magnitude estimates have been found that depend heavily on the
separation distance of the 2 laminated surfaces, and orientation of P3HT in the
BHJ. Explanations of dipole bonding tend to be thermodynamic in nature, so
relating individual molecular bonds to macroscopic forces has proven difficult.
Debye and London dispersion van der Waals force calculations were estimated,
and are less dependent on the molecular structure at the interface. Although
Debye and London dispersion forces tend to be inherently weaker than polar
bonding Keesom forces, they apply to a greater number of constituents in the
system, so they end up being significant, and likely dominant when compared to
Keesom force bonding. Possible mechanisms not explored are those that
involve time evolution at the laminated interface. It is known that PEDOT:PSS
and d-sorbitol both absorb ambient water, which affects device performance.
This may also drive chemistry that affects adhesion at the interface.
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!

Permanent dipole bonding estimates range from 1680 - 0.6 N/cm2 for the

system of planar PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol bonding to a P3HT:fullerene BHJ. Van
der Waals force estimates range from 3300 - 3 N/cm2. The delamination force is
measured as ~20 N, which is well within the range of values for either bonding
mechanism, especially when defect propagation is considered.
!

Water contact angle measurements give a surface energy of ~55 mJ/m2,

which is higher than even the upper limit estimates for either hydrogen or van der
Waal interaction energies. We expect this number to be high, since interaction
distances will likely be at a minimum with a liquid over the BHJ, but given that it is
higher than either estimate, we also infer that both hydrogen and van der Waals
forces contribute to the sum of adhesion forces measured with contact angles.
!

Overall, we were able to get a consistent value of the force required for

delamination between PEDOT:PSS and BHJ. This value is within the range of
order of magnitude estimates for both hydrogen bonding and van der Waals
bonding mechanisms. Contact angle measurements confirm that the actual
surface energy between the two materials is likely a result of the combination of
both mechanisms. Because of the liquid nature of the contact angle
measurement, we are able to assume a separation distance of about 2 Å for
liquid water over the BHJ. When the two solid surfaces are laminated, we
estimate a separation between 2 Å and 10 Å based on the features of the
molecules at the lamination interface, and comparison of calculated adhesion
force vales to measured delamination forces.
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Appendix A: Tips, Tricks, Superstitions, Unfinished and Supplemental
Work

Figure A. UV-Vis Spectra of PEDOT:PSS over ZnO films.
Note that the
absorption cutoff associated with the band gap of ZnO at ~350 nm disappears
when acidic PEDOT:PSS is spun over it, but remains intact when pH neutral
PEDOT:PSS is used. Also note that PEDOT:PSS, when cured, is very resistant
to sonication in water. This suggests useful barrier properties in terms of
spinning subsequent layers.
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Figure B. Optical Profilometry of ZnO films with ~300 nm spikes and a ~ 300 nm
ridge from wiping for patterning. These both caused shorting problems that were
later solved with new precursors for ZnAc based ZnO and different patterning
techniques (Razor and HCl after curing instead of ethanol before curing)

Figure C. TGA curves for PEDOT:PSS with and without 10% d-sorbitol added to
the aqueous suspension. The PEDOT:PSS film loses ~ 5% of its mass, which is
most likely water. The d-sorbitol added film loses ~53% of its mass although the
film is 98% d-sorbitol by mass before heating. Mass loss accelerates at ~ 130 ℃
in the d-sorbitol film. The ramp process takes ~ 150 minutes to go from 30 ℃ to
200 ℃, and back down to 50 ℃, with ~ 60 minutes spent over 130 ℃.
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Figure D. Time evolution in dark ambient conditions for inverted laminated
PCDTBT devices. Although controls were poor and a complete study wasn’t
done, PCDTBT devices were successfully made with lamination.
Identical
P3HT:PCBM devices and evaporated contact PCDTBT devices failed (most were
shorted or <0.5% PCE) by comparison.
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Figure E. AFM height traces of SWCNT electrodes without any adhesive (left)
and coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol (right)

Figure F. AFM height traces of AgNW electrodes without any adhesive (left) and
coated with PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol (right)
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Tips & Tricks:
!
1. Patterning of Highly Conductive PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layers
!
PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol is very conductive, conductive enough to act as
an electrode as shown in this dissertation. As a result, the active area of the
device has been defined by an aperture. Although aperturing reduces the light
collecting area of the device, it does not change the dark area of the device or
eliminate “crosstalk” between devices.
!
Increased dark area can negatively affect the Voc of the cell. Since Voc
occurs when Jnet = 0. This is at the balance between reverse photoinduced
current and forward leakage current. Increasing the dark area relative to the light
area allows for increased leakage current, and reduces the open circuit voltage
of the device.
!
Crosstalk can cause one short on the substrate to ruin the performance
of all 6 devices. The highly conductive PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol layer effectively
shorts all of the devices to each other. This is not a large problem if the entire
substrate is an effective diode, but it can one defect that is or is not part of a
device can ruin the entire substrate of 6 devices.
!
One solution to the problems associated with highly conductive layers is
to carefully pattern them to isolate devices from each other. Given the geometry
used specifically in this work: If the conductive layer is on the PET, a very fine
watercolor paintbrush dipped in water can be used to “paint” lines to remove
PEDOT from between the electrodes. Using a digital multimeter to measure
resistance between adjacent electrodes (ideally infinite), resistance values
increase from tens of kΩ to hundreds of MΩ when this paintbrush method is used
immediately after spinning PEDOT:PSS:d-sorbitol. If two spins are necessary,
the paintbrush method is used after each spin, before annealing the film. If the
conductive layer is on the ITO racetrack, a razor can be used to scrape lines to
isolate the devices. Due to the layout of devices on the substrate, the pattern
shown by red lines on the right side of figure E is the most effective way to isolate
the devices while minimizing risk of running a razor through the active area of a
device. Due to the alignment of the top and bottom substrates, one cannot tell if
scraping the bottom substrate will harm a device until after the device is
completed.

Figure G. Paintbrush wiping (left) and razor scraping (right) patterns for isolating
devices with highly conductive layers.
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2. Lamination Procedure Step by Step
1. Cut Squares of PET or PEN using a paper cutter. Both work about equally
well, but our group’s PET was quite scratched, while the PEN was much
smoother. Make the squares slightly less than 1 inch square, so that they fit
more easily in the evaporator spaces for 1 - inch samples. Try to maintain a
“clean” and “dirty” side for the squares, so that scratches don’t affect the
quality of the silver film later.
2. Evaporate 150 nm of Ag onto the PET squares. The thicker film is more robust
to the scraping and patterning that will follow. In order to keep the flexible
substrates pressed against the shadow mask, place 1-inch aluminum blocks
over the films in the evaporator substrate holder. If not, the flexible substrates
will likely curve away from the mask, and edges will be hazy due to the
distance between the mask and the substrate.
3. Mix 4083 PEDOT with 10% d-sorbitol by weight. This will dissolve overnight in
the refrigerator. Spin this mixture over the Ag film twice at 2000 RPM. Wipe
with a watercolor paintbrush dipped in water between spins and after the 2nd.
Anneal at 115 ℃ for 10 minutes.
4. Before lamination cut 4 edges off of the plastic substrate. Draw 3 parallel lines
on a sheet of paper that are each 0.42 inches apart. Place the substrate on
the page with the centerline of the 6-finger pattern over the center line on the
paper. Mark the edges of the substrate where the other 2 lines intersect the
PET. Cut the edges off of the 6-finger mask based on these guides. Cut
parallel to the ends of the 6 finger pattern as well. See figure E below.

Figure H. Cutting guide for PET films for lamination. The vertical lines are 0.42
inches from the centerline. The horizontal lines are cut guided parallel to the
edges of the evaporated electrodes.
5. Prepare the Glass/ITO substrate the same as for an evaporated device.
6. Lamination Step: Align the center finger of the 6 finger pattern with the center
ITO pad on the ITO substrate and use thumb pressure to prevent the top
substrate from shifting. Laminate between 2 silicon rubber pads with PTFE
release films over each pad. Use a lamination press pre heated to 130 ℃ for
5 minutes at 275 pounds of force.
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7. Use silver paint to paint over the intersection of the electrodes and the outside
ITO pads on the glass substrate. This should allow for contact with a standard
measurement puck.
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3. Zinc Oxide from Zinc Acetate Superstitions
!
ZnO is a very complex material with many different parameters dictating
its behavior in an OPV devie: Crystallinity, band structure, doping density, defect
density, carrier density and doubtless others. Measuring and controlling these
parameters is not the focus of this thesis, but producing consistent quality films is
a necessary step to producing efficient and reproducible devices. Without
performing a scientifically controlled study, it is the author’s opinion that the
following parameters are important for high quality and reproducible ZnO layers
using the previously referenced zinc acetate sol-gel method for the purpose of
making electron selective layers on ITO for OPV devices.
Precursors:
!
If stored in a desiccator, the zinc acetate crystals do not absorb a
measurable amount of water. Even so, heating the powder to 120 ℃ before
liquids are added may drive away any residual moisture from the glass vial or the
zinc acetate. Measuring the weight of the crystals/vial before and after heating
did not show any differences.
!
Monoethanolamine will turn yellow if exposed to air on the time scale of
months. While the mechanism of this change is unknown to the author, using
freshly purchased monoethanolamine eliminated problems of devices shorting,
most likely due to ZnO chunks poking through other layers of the device.
Preserving the airtight diaphragm on the stock container and opening the
container minimally slowed the yellowing of the liquid.
!
2-Methoxyethanol does not show any visible changes over time, but it
was replaced along with the monoethanolamine, and may also contribute to
decreased device performance as it ages.
Preparation:
!
Vials are spun tightly sealed for ~ 1 hour before deposition. When spin
coating, care is taken to reduce the occurance of bubbles in the solution.
Bubbles can cause visible film defects upon spin coating, known as “comets” to
some. Films are annealed on a hot plate preheated to 300 ℃. Experience
shows that ramping the temperature of the sample from 200 ℃ to 300 ℃ results
in degraded device performance.
Patterning: See Figure A. Wiping with ethanol before annealing resulted in the
~300 nm ridges shown. Scraping with a razor both before and after the anneal
helped solve problems associated with shorting, but no “after” images were
taken.
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